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THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN THE U.S.

In ry57-5p, the American economy
experienced the worst of its thre!
postwar slumps, hitting bottom in
April, 1958, with a drop in indus-
trial production of nearly ry%o. Re-
covery was rapid, however, and by
lune, 1959, the Federal Reservl
Board's index of industrial produc-
tion had risen from a low o1 87 to

-a 
new peak of no (r957:roo), or

by z6%.
This upturn was halted by the

great steel strike of 1959, which
lasted 116 days and brought steel
o-utput nearly to a standstill. During
the strike, total industrial outprt
fell more than 7%, but afterward it
again climbed rapidly, the FRB
index reaching rrr in fanuary of the
present year.

CURRENT PRODUCTION
TRENDS

At this point there arose, in bus-
iness and economic circles, a loud

chorus of highly optimistic predic-
tions, not only for 196o but for the
entire decade ahead. The backlog of
demand created by the strike, it ivas
said, added to the normal growth
of !!. inrerrupted boom -period,

y9"Jd carry the economy to new
heights. We were about to enter
the decade of the "soaring Sixties.','

But such rosy forecasts were
doomed to swift disappointment.
Since January the productlon index,
instead of continuing to rise, hai
fluctuated between rog and rro. The
gross national product-the total
value of all goods and services-did
continue to rise in the first half of
196o, but the real increase was only
3% in the first quarter and less than
r% in the r.cord. And according to
all indications, the third qu"rt., "*ill
register a decrease.

. The ov-erall picture thus presented
ir.gl..of a stagnant economy, one
rvhich has ceased to grow. ni Sept_
ember, this had al*ready b..o-.
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generally evident. Columnist Doris
Fleeson wrote in the Neu Yorft Post
of September 6: "The 'Fabulous Six-
ties' have simply not materialized.
The experts are agreed about this."
And some of the "experts" coined
a new term to describe the situation:
the economy was in a "semi-reces-
sion."

The trend is not uniform in difier-
'ent sectors of the economy, however.
While output of non-durable goods

has continued to go up, that of dur-
able goods has fallen off, thanks par-
ticularly to a severe slump in steel

production. The steel industry is to'
d"y in what has been called a

"private depression." From a peak
ot 95.5% of capacity in JanuarY,
operations declined to 5o.6% in ]uly,
5q% in August and about the same

level in September. Expectations for
the rest of the year are increasingly
on the gloomy side. The JanuarY
forecast of a record output of. o5'
r3o million tons for the year has now
bien reduced to ro5-rro million tons,

with most predictions leaning toward
the lower figure.

The situation in the steel industry
is a special one, growing out of the
strike and out o( certain earlier
developments in the induPtrY. In
large measure, the decline is due to
a drastic cutting of steel inventories
by users, on th; grounds that steel

capacity is now sufHcient to fill all
needs without delay, and hence Pro-
tective inventories are not needed.

But there has also been a decrease

in steel markets arising from declin-
ing output in other fields of pro-
duction, greater competition from
aluminum, plastics and other sub-
stitutes, increased foreign competi-
tion, the growing production of
compact cars which use one-third less

steel than standard models, and other
causes.

Auto production has also fallen
below the initial expectations. fan-
uary forecasts ran from 6rl to 7Yz
million passenger cars, but these
have now been scaled down to 6
million. And even at this level of
production, a record inventory of
over r million unsold cars had ac-

cumulated in midyear and were still
on hand in mid-August. Of these,

the bulk remained unsold in Sep
tember-a record for that month.

In the construction industry, |an-
uary expectations have likewise failed
to materialize. Housing starts in the
first six months of. ry6o were ry%o
less than in the same part of ry59,
and the value of construction con-
tracts was 6% less, For the entire
year, despite an anticipated pickup
in the last half, housing starts are
expected to fall q% below ry59,
and the total volume of construction
is expected to be lower than last
year.

UNEMPLOYMENT GROWS

Especially significant is the per-
sistence over the past two years of
a rate of unemployment exceeding

S% of the labor force. The latest
official figures, for August, are 3.8
million unemployed, or 5.9%. ln
contrast, the rate of unemployment
in the boom period preceeding the
rg57-58 crisis was about 4%, and in
that preceding the slump of. ry53-
54, it was less than 3%.

The official figures, however, con-
siderably understate the actual ex-
tent of joblessness. They omit partial
unemployment, which has become
widespread. The AtsL-CIO publica-
tion Labor's Econornic Reuiew
(July, 196o) states: "Labor Depart-
ment figures indicate that approxi
mately 2.4 million workers who
wanted full-time work had to accept
part-time jobs in May. The total
idle time of these workers would
amount to an additional 984,ooo
workers." To these must be added
a substantial number who would be
working in better times but who
have given up looking for work and
are therefore not counted in the
labor force (housewives, students,
older workers, etc.). This number
the AFL-CIO estimates at about
half a million. Clearly, if these and
similar categories are included, the
rate of joblessness is far more than
5%; in fact, it is much closer to 8%.

In industries like steel, unemploy-
ment has become especially severe.
United Steelworkers president David
J. McDonald reports that today half
,the workers in the industry are
either unemployed or working part
time. Also, among younger workers

and among oppressed minority
groups such as the Negro workers,
the rate of unemployment is more
than double the average for all
workers.

Accompanying the rise in jobless-
ness has been a growth in the num-
ber of so-called "distressed areas."
Of r4g maior industrial centers
regularly surveyed by the Labor
Department, 2r were classified in
May, ry57 as "areas of substantial
labor surplus," that is, with 6% or
more of the labor force unemployed.
In May, 196o the number had grown
to 35. At the same time, the number
of smaller industrial areas in this
category had risen from 59 to rr3.
Moreover, these distressed areas now
include, for the first time, key auto
and steel cenrers like Detroit, Pitts-
burgh and Buffalo.

In May, 196o the Labor Depart-
ment instituted a new classification:
"areas of substantial and persistent
labor surplus," placing in this cate-
gory 20 major industrial centers and
7_r smaller ones. Within many of
these areas, especially the coal-mining
centers of West Virginia and Eastern
Pennsylvania, chronic unemployment
has reached alarming propoitions.
These localides are marked by *
accumulation of misery and demor-
alization which matches the worst
conditions of the depression of the
thirties. Nor, despite widespread
publicity, have these conditions-been
noticeably improved.

The rise in unemploymenr in suc-
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cessive boom periods, ansing chiefly
fr,om displacement of workers
through automation and other tech-
nological advances, is among the
most serious indications of the grow-
irg instability of the American
economy. And it is getting worse,
not better. A report issued this year
by a Special Senate Committee on
Unemployment Prob,lems refers to
it as "in many resp€cts the central
economic problem" of our society,
and concludes: "The problem of
unemployment will as,sume far
greater proportions in the next ten
years unless decisive action is taken."

SMALL BUSINESS AND
FARMERS

Accompanying the rise in unem-
ployment is an increase in business
failures and bankruptcies in recent
years.

During the postwar period, the
number and rate of failures have
tended steadily to rise. In t946, ac-
cording to Dun and Bradstreet, there
were tr222 failures or 5 per ro,ooo
listed firms. In ry59 there were
r4,o53 or 52 per ro,ooo listed firms-
nearly as many as in the depressed
year of 1958. And in the first seven
months of 196o they were running
substantially ahead of 1959. Such
failures, it should be noted, ar€ corr:
fined to small businesses. Less than
r7o have liabilities exceeding $r
million, and there are no failures
among the really big corporations.

Bankruprcies, too, have b,een on
the increase. From ro,196 in the
fiscal year 1946, they have grown to
tro,o34 in the year ending June 3o,
196o. This is by far the largest num-
ber in one year in the country's
history. It is double the number in
r93z and rcTo higher than in 1958.

Small and middle farmers have
likewise been experiencing worsen-
ing conditions and a further deep
ening of the chronic crisis in agri-
culture during the past two years.
Paradoxically, there was a temporary
rise in farm prices and income dur-
ing the 1957-58 crisis, thanks to
momentary special climatic and
other conditions. Net farm income
rose from $rr.o billion in ry57 to
$r3.o billion in 1958. But in ry59 it
fell to $ir.3 billion and remained ar
that level in the first half of 196o.
The farm parity ratio, expressing the
relation between prices received and
prices paid by farmers, dropped from
85 in 1958 to Br in 1959, and in
the first seven months of this year
it has fluctuated between 78 and Bo.

These developments indicate a
steadily deteriorating position of both
small business and the farmers, leav-
ing them increasingly vulnerable to
the blows of a new economic crisis.

I.N\XDERLYING FACTORS

To be sure, not all signs in the
economic picture point downward.
For one thing, consumer spending

has been growing in volume and is
reaching new peaks this year. How-
ever, this growth has been based
in large part on a new expansion of
consumer credit, which rose 4% in
1959 alone. At the end of June, 196o
the volume of credit outstanding
was at an all-time high of $S:.S bil--
hon, and repayments were consum-
ing 4% of all after-tax income. In
short, !h. mortgaging of furure
income has been growing apace, and
*1,! rJ the danger of i huge wave
of defaults in the .vent oi a new
crisis.

Second, a considerable improve-
ment has been taking place in foreign
trade. In the first seven months -of

196o, commercial exports were zz%
higher than in the tike period in
1959, and it is expected ihat total
196o exports will exceed imports by
well over $4 billion, compa.ed to
only about $r billion the yeir before.
This increase is chiefly a reflecdon
of the renewed boom in W'estern
Europe; three-fourths of it is in
trade with 13 European countries.
Its continuation will therefore de-
pend mainly on rhe extent and dura-
tion of the European boom.

Nevertheless, despite these and
one or two other comDarativelv
bright spots, the over-all pi.,ur. i,
far from encouraging. A;d under-
lying. the. mounring signs of stagna-
tron ln the economy is a growth in
excess productive capacity during the
past several years. U.S. Neus- and
World Report (March 2r, r9fu)

states thar in 17 major industries, in
January of this year, ',about 12 per-
cent of capacity was unused. thl.
was considerably more than in early
ry56, when 7 percent of capacity
was unused. In early r95r, less than
3 per cent of capacity was not in
use."

In a number of key in<Jr-lstries, ex-
cess capacity is today much greater
than these figures indicate. Th"us, the
steel industry, with an annual cap-
acity of r49 million tons, and wiih
production now at little more than
half of capacity, is expected to pro-
duce not much more than two_thlrds
of _that quantity in 196o. The auto
industry, it is estimaied, is capable
oJ turning_out ro million .^r, 

" y."r.
But its 196o output is expected io be
no grearer than 6 million. A num_
ber of other industries are currentlv
operaring below 75% of capacity.

This increasing dead weigh't of
excess capacity is beginning to make
itself felt in narrowing piofit mar_
gins and a levelling oF of capital
rnvestments. A compilation made bv
the First National City Bank of New
York in August shows that for zzt
large companies, reported net pro'6t,
in the. second qurrt.. of 196o were
37c .below the first quarrer, ind were
n% below the seiond quarter of
J959. At the same timef the rise
in expenditures for new plant and
equipment which has bein taking
place is now apparently coming tE
a close.

During the 1957-58 slump, the
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annual rate of such outlays reached
a low point ot $29.6 billion in the
third quarter of 1958. Since then it
has steadily risen, reaching a rate of
$37.o billion in the second quarter
of 196o. Since midyear, however, it
has been levelling ofi. Moreover, suc-

cessive government estimates for the
entire year have been progressively
scaled down. In March, it was fore-
cast that the total would be some-
what above $37 billion, but by Sept-
ember this has been reduced to $36.4
billion, with a new decline expected
in ryfi. Thus, it is important to
note, the predicted 196o level is less

than the peak of about $37 billion
reached in the year 1987, In con-
trast, the rg57 fi.gure is about 3o/o
higher than the preceding peak in
r953.

The present year has also been
marked by a large growth in inven-
tories. Midyear inventories were at
the highest level in history-a conse-

quence of production increasingly
outstripping orders. But with shrink-
ing orders the rate of inventory ac-

cumulation has been progressively
slowing down, and in the month of
Irly the volume of inventories
registered a decline. The rate of
decline, it is anticipated, will accel-

erate as time goes on, leading to a

slowing up of production.
An important indicator of slowing

capital investment is the falling off
of orders in the machine tool indus'
try. To be sure, total orders in the
first half of the year were higher

than in 1959, but this was due to a
big increase in foreign orders. Dom-
estic sales, on the other hand, fell
by n%. July witnessed a drop in
total orders of nearly z47o below
June, and this in the face of a con-
tinued rise in foreign buying. Al-
though this drop is partly seasonal,
it is nonetheless a significant one.

The state of the economy has been
reflected also in the behavior of the
stock market. From rg49 to |anuary
of this year, it went iiirough what
has been termed "the longest bull
market in history." During this per-
iod, stock prices more than tripled,
reaching an all-time high in early

January. But since then the trend
has been downward, and by the
end of September the average had
declined about ry% below the Janu-
ary peak.

This has been described as the
worst "point" break for any corres-
ponding period in the history of the
stock market. However, it is not
the first decline during the past
decade nor, percentagewise, the
worst. From January to September,
1953, stock prices fell ry%, and be-
tween Iune and October, 1957 they
dropped by ry%. Each of these
declines occurred on the eve of a
general economic slump5 and the
present one is undoubtedly a reflec-
tion of the economic stagnation and
uncertainty of the past several
months, a period which also re-
sembles in other respects the eve of
the 1957-58 crisis.

A NEW SLUMP

Taken as a whole, the current
economic trends point clearly toward
the onset of a new cyclical down-
turn in the not too distant future.
Indeed, predictions of such a down-
turn are becomiqg increasingly wide-
spread among bourgeois economists
and business spokesmen. Most of
these believe that it will begin in
mid-r96r, although some place it at
the close of 196o and still others
maintain that a recession is already
under way. The National Bureau
of Economic Research, basing itself
on the behavior of ten leading eco-
nomic indicators, contends that the
decline started as far back as last
]une.

For the most part, however, the
predicted time of onset is based on
the idea that the cyclical pattern
which has emerged since the war
will simply repeat itself. But such
reliance on the mechanical recurrence
of the past course of cyclical develop-
ment, while it may testify to a grow-
ing fatalism regarding the economic
cycle in some bourgeois circles, is
scarcely an adequate basis for pre-
diction. In actuality, the course of
the cycle is influenced by a host of
factors and developments, both
economic and political, which may
modify or even considerably alter the
previous pattern.

Thus, the immediate trends may
be affected by the ups and downs
of international relations. If the cold

war forces should find it possible
to push through a big jump in
military expenditures, this might
serve to give the economy another.
temporary shot in the arm. On the
other hand, an easing of international
tensions, with its impact on world
trade and disarmament, could exert
a stimulating effect of a difierent and
somewhat more durable character.

- The economic picture may also
be affected by domestic politicil con-
siderations. The state of the econorny
is a most important factor in de-
termining the outcome of the
presidential elections; hence, to help,
assure a Rep,ublican victory the
Eisenhower Administration has taken
steps to prop it up at least until
after election day.

, First of all, arms spending has,
been stepped up. Stariing fuly r,
military contract awards were in-
creased by about $z billion a year.
This represents roughly a rc% boost
for armaments manufacturers-a
substantial shot in the arm. Second,
the Federal Reserve Board has taken
a number of steps to increase funds.
available for borrowing and to lower
interest rates. Third, the Federal
Ho'rsing Authority has similarly
acted to expand the volume of fundi
available for mortgages, in the hope
of stimulating housing construction.
And fourth, the allotment of funds
for highway corlstruction in the last
half of 1916o has been nearly doubled..
These and similar actions mav well
serve to produce a distinct upturrr,



even though mainly temporary, in
the last quarter of the year.

In assessing the present economic
situation, it is also essential to take
into account the profound changes
in the relationship of world forces

in recent years, in particular the
marked deterioration in the position
of American imperialism. Concern-
ing this point, Gus Hall states in a

recent article (Politica:l Affairs,
August, 196o):

U.S. industrial capacity is a bloated
capacity that is geared to a policy of
ever-expanding imperialist conquest'
exploitation and war.

This inflated capacity is now coming
into conflict with the realities of a

period in which U.S. imperialism is

being successfully challenged by the
socialist world, by the liberatod colonial
nations, and by the capitalist countries
which have now recovered frorn the
ravages of the wars and are in a far
stronger comPetitive Position.

As a consequence of these develoP-

ments, certainly the instability of the
economy is greater today than in
ry57, and the contradictions and dif-
ficulties which American monoPolY
capital confronts are more acute.

And certainly, the monopolists will
strive all the more to compensate

for this at the expense of the Amer-
ican working people; in fact, theY

have already launched a reactionary
ofiensive against the labor unions
toward this end. In view of all this,
there is clearly little reason to expeet
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that the new downturn will be
simply a replica of the last one.

In order to gain a more adequate
understanding of the nature and the
potential ramifications of the im-
pending decline, it is necessary to
analyze the foregoing questions
much more fully and concretely. In
any case, it is not possible to give a

simple answer at this stage as to its
time of onset and depth.

Although definite symptoms of an
approaching crisis are present, it is
doubtful that it can properly be said,
in the absence of an actual down-
turn in production, that the crisis
has already begun. At the same time,
the indications are that it is not
far off and that, barring such un-
foreseen developments as a huge
increase in armament production, it
will take place not later than some
time in 196r. There are also distinct
indications-the slump in steel, the
high level of unemployment, the
failure of investment in new plant
and equipment to exceed the pre-
vious peak, etc.-that the crisis, when
it does come, may prove to be more
severe that its predecessors.

THE FIGHT FOR IOBS

In any event, what is already
clear is that the American workers
face a serious problem of unemploy-
ment, of mounting insecurity and
worsening conditions*a problem
which grows in magnitude as the
economic situation continues to
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deteriorate and which will become form federal standards, for a
extremely acute with the develop- moratorium on debt payments, for
ment of a full-blown crisis. And they special assistance to workers in "dis-
are compelled to face such dismal tressed" areas and for other meas-
prospects with grossly inaftquatt ures for the protection and welfare
protection against hardship and of the unemployed. Increasingly, the
hunger. labor unions face the need of org-

In the last crisis, according to the
report of the Special Senate Com-
mittee on Unemployment Problems,
tully 4o% of the unemployed re-
ceived no unemployment insurance
whatever, and of those who did,
only 35% received it for the dura-
tion of their unemployment. In ad-
dition, weekly benefits averaged
little more than one-third of wages.
Even more inadequate are the pro-
visions for public assistance, to
which unemployed workers are
driven when they have no unem-
ployment insurance to turn tq and
to obtain which they are often re-
quired to submit to the most degrad-
ing requirements. And in the areas

of chronic unemployment, where
workers may be without jobs for
periods of as long as three years,

ihey and their families are frequendy
subjected to conditions of almost lit-
eral starvation and extreme demor-
alization.

The problem of iobs and iob se-

curity ii truly the number one prob-
lem for American workers.

Increasingly, they face the need to
mount a struggle for a vastlY im-
proved system of. unemPloyment
compensation covering every work-
er ind administered under uni-

anizing the unemployed workers,
instead of casting them aside as too
many unions now do. More and
more urgently, they need to fight
for improved old age pensions and
medical care, for a greatly increased
minimum wage, and for other eco-
nomic and social requirements of
workers.

As automation and other techno.
logical improvements continrie to
take their toll of jobs, the demand
for the shorter work week-for a

thirty-hour week with forty hours'
pay-becomes ever more insistent.
And despite the hesitancy of the top
labor leadership to wage the neces-
sary fight, this promises to grow into
a national crusade of maior propor-
tions.

Rising unemployment ;strikes with
special force at youth and women
workers, and even more at Negro,
Puerto Rican and Mexican-Ameri-
can workers. There is a burning need
for measures to provide training and
jobs for youth, to extend unemploy-
ment to young people entering the
labor market, to protect the seniority
and jobs of women workers, and
especially to combat |im-Crow dis-
crimination in employment.

Above all, the fight for jobs is
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tied to the fight for peace. Growing
numbers of workers who had been
taken in by the hoax tlat arms
production means jobs are now begin-
ning to shed their illusions. They
are doing so especially with the
growth of large-scale layofis in the
aircraft and other arms industries as

military production shifts more and
more to guided missiles, whose man-
ufacture requires relatively few
production workers. What is need-
ed, however, is a positive, militant
campaign for disarmament and an
economy of peace as a b,asis for tax
reductions, considerably expanded
outlays for social welfare and other
measures which will greatly enhance
the prospects of emp,loyment.

Finally, American workers, like
others, are impressed by the tremen-
dous achievements o{ socialism, and
not least by its eradication of the
plague of unemployment. Today
many are beginning for the first time
to take a serious view of the ad-
vantages of socialism as a way of
life. Such workers can and should
be won to the cause of a socialist
America.

The fight for jobs is not that of
the working class alone, but is part
of the general struggle against the
monopolies by all sections of the
people-small business, the working
farmers, the Negro people and all

others ground down by big business.
These are the allies with whom the
working class must unite in common
batde.

During the election campaign,
working people in different parts of
the country have to a growing extent
expressed concern over economic
problems. Yet the Democratic Party's
program for jobs and economic wel-
fare, a product largely of mass pres-
sures at the Democratic convention,
remains little more than a subject
for campaign oratory. The AFL-CIO
has placed unemployment as the
nation's number one problem and
has come forward with a program to
combat it. The positive proposals in
these programs need to be transla-
ted into action, and this need will
grow. At the same time, it is neces-

sary to oppose vigorously the pro.
posals in these programs for bigger
arms budgets.

Whatever the precise turns which
the economy may take in the months
to come, it is clear that stormy bat-
tles lie ahead for the American work-
ing class. The outcome of these
battles, directed against the power-
ful, grasping U.S. trusts and their
efiorts to force the working people
to bear the brunt of the crisis, will
be of profound importance to the
masses of American people and to
workers everywhere.

The Cuban Rettolution

By Blas Roca

'In August, 196o, the Eighth National Assembly o{ the Popular
Socialist Party of Cuba was held in Havana. On August zr, the Main
Report was made by Blas Roca, the Party's General Secretary. Two
sections of that Report have been translated lor Political Afrairs by Theo-
dore Bassett, and are published below.-Thc Editor.)

In presenting here the summary
of the balance sheet of the develop
ment of the Cuban Revolution, it
is well to recall some of its essential
characteristics which we have em-
phasized since the first days of
lanuary, 1959.

The first and most outstanding
characteristic of the Cuban Revolu-
tion is that the struggle of the Rev-
olutionary Army was the main and
decisive means of achieving the de-
feat of the pro-imperialist Batista
tyranny.

The other means and forms of
struggle employed by the masses of
the workersr p€&s?flts, white collar
workers, professionals, students, in
city and country, outside of the area
of the armed struggle, played an
auxiliary role to the armed struggle
and contributed to the first of )an-
uary victory.

The general strike which followed
on ]anuary r, in spite of what has

been said, was decisive to the com-
pletion of the victory, since it de-

feated the attempts to replace the
tyranny with a vassal government

and enabled the revolutionary forces
to occupy the military fortresses in
Havana without firing a shot.

The fact that the armed struggle
was the principal and decisive means
of overthrowing the tyranny was of
great importance to the speed of
development of the revolution, since
it made possible the dissolution of
the armed forces of the tyranny,
officers and men, as well as pro-
fessional troops and likewise the
building up of new armed forces
with a new spirit and outlook, with
the revolutionary forces of the Peo.
ple's Revolutionary Army as the
main nucleus.

The existence of a new revolu-
tionary armed force, right from the
outset, composed primarily of armed
peasants and workers, enabled the
revolution to advance with a speed
and assurance otherwise impossible.

The fact that the armed struggle
was the main means of action of the
Cuban people for overthrowing the
tyranny has shown in practice that
guerrillas can become in the course
of a long fight a people's revolution-



ary Army and smash the professional
army, trained and supplied by the
Yankee imperialists.

This is possible because the peo-
ple's revolutionary army can and
does receive the support of the peas-
ants, the workers and the whole
people, whereas the professional, re-
actionary, and pro-imperialist army
acting in the service of tyrannical
and reactionary governments, foreign
companies and latifundistas [big
semi-feudal landlords] earns the
determined opposition of the whole
people, the peasants and the work-
ers. This general hostility, as well
as the spectacle of the robbery, abuse
and corruption, practiced by the high
officials and the government, broke
down the ranks of this armv and
facilitated its defeat by the PJople's
Revolutionarr* O?r.*

The second outstanding character-
istic of the Cuban Revolution is that
it did not limit itself to a change of
persons, parties, or social forces in
the top ranks of power; did not limit
itself to taking possession of the state
machinery, but destroyed the whole
governmental apparatus of the ty-
ranny.

Batista, the "executive powerr" his
ministers, his military chiefs and top
ranking police officials fled on the
early morning of ]anuary rst.

The Congress was dissolved and
its principal Batista rep,resenratives
took the road of exile and conspiracy.

The civil authorities, both provin-

cial and municipal, were removed,
without exception, throughout the
whole country.

All the political parries which sup
ported Batista or collaborated with
him were dissolved and their rep-
resentatives, senators, mayors, coun-
cilmen and governors, prohibited for
thirty years from holding any public
office or exercising their electoral
rights.

The officials and members of the
Army, the police and the special
organs of political repression which
had committed or ordered assassina-
tions were arrested, brought to trial,
and shot or sentenced to prison.

The American military mission,
which advised and trained the army
and counseled the spy services and
the political police, was dismissed
from its functions and expelled from
the country.

All the repressive, reactionary and
anti-Communist legislation was re-
pealed and the apparatuses r€spon:
sib,le for enforcing it were dissolved
such as the Military Intelligence Ser-
vice, the Bureau of Repression of
Communist Activities, etc.

The trade union leadership, im-
posed and maintained by the tyranny
in the Cuban Confederation of La-
bor, its federations and unions, who
were agents and lackeys of the
reactionary government and of im-
perialism, who opposed the revolu-
tion and devoted themselves to
breaking strikes, robbing, and black-
mailing the workers and defiling
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their conscience, were removed and
they and their associates prohibited
from holding trade-union posts.

There remained intact from the
old semi-colonial, semi-feudal land-
lord regime only the judicial ap-
paratus, the Supreme Court and its
dependencies. Flowever, for judging
the war criminals and counter-
revolutionary crimes, special courts
were set up, not subject to the iuris-
diction of the so-called judicial power
which was anachronistic and dying.

In place of the old destroyed ap-
paratus of power, the revolution has
built and continues to build new
institutions.

The Council of Ministers of the
Revolutionary Government and the
President assumed the executive
power as well as the legislative and
the constitutional.

The provincial and municipal com-
missioners exercise all the functions
of provincial and local government.

The forces of security are on guard
against co,unter revolution and break
up all conspiracies.

The National Institute for Agra-
rian Reform and the Economic Plan-
ning Board exercise the authority in
matters of the agrarian reform, pro-
duction and industrialization.

The National Bank and the Bank
of Foreign Commerce control. and
regulate imports and the outgo of
state funds.

The parties and the revolutionary
movements supported by the masses
are the only ones which function

normally.
The Constitution of r94o, abused

and trampled upon by the tyranny,
was reestablished with sub,stantial
modifiqation, as the Fundamental
Law, which authorizes the confisca-
tion of the property of cor,ripter-
revolutionaries, the expropriation of
the holdings of the big semi-feudal
landlords without prior cash pay-
ment, the nationalization of the im-
perialist enterprises of North Amer-
ican property and which, in general,
facilitates and gives life to the ful-
fillment of the objecrives of the
revolution.

Some of the norms and institutions
created by the irevolution are already
complete and are, we could say,
definitive.

Others are, however, in the period
of testing out, searching for the
adequate forms to be set up, suitabl.e
for effective organization in accord-
ance with the long range aims of the
revolution.

But in all that has been done up
to now, the norms and institutions
adopted represent the beginnings
upon which there will be organized
in a definitive way the new people's
revolutionary state with political,
economic and social institutions
which enable the revolution to ad-
vance and guarantee the fulfillment
of revolutionT, ,fkr;

The third characteristic, which is
deduced from all that has been said
is that the revolution has removed

REVOLUTION t3
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some classes from power and put in
,others. It has destroyed the semi-
colonial and semi-feudal landlord
regime and initiated the revolution-
ary regime of national liberation,
agrarian reform and social advance.

The dominant classes and social
sectors which illegally held the state
power under the aegis and control
,of the North American imperialists,
their banks and companies, were the
semi-feudal landed gentry, the sugar
magnates, the big export merchants,
the profiteering adventurers of the
monopolies and the enterprises built
with state funds and power and
other big exploiters linked with the
semi-colonial oppression of the
countrY' 

* n ir

The fourth outstanding character-
istic implicit in the above, is that the
Cuban Revolution not only over-
threw the Batista tyranny but also
the political domination which
North American imperialism exer-
cised on the country through its au-
thorities, and the governors, politi-
cians and local leaders who were sub-
ordinated to it and obeyed it.

Behind the above tyranny was
North American imperialism. This
was a known fact.

There were those opposed to the
tyranny who sought to eliminate it
for the purpose of taking its place
and maintaining the same relation
with imperialism.

Given the conditions of Cuba the
tyranny could have been overthrown

without the disappearance of the
foreign domination of the country.

Nevertheless, while this foreign
domination existed, no serious re-
form, economic or social, could be
carried out. Even more, under this
domination, it would neither b. p"r-
sible to maintain nor consolidate
elementary democratic liberties which
the tyranny mocked and trampled
underfoot with cruelty.

The Revolution set up a power
which has broken the relation of
subordination and stlbiugation to
North American Imperialism; has
restored the national sovereignty, has
been fully exercising it and struggles
for the economic independence of
Cuba.

In place of the pro-imperialist
power, subjugated and subservient to
the United States, obedient to its
orders and demands, the revolution
established the new anti-imperialist
power, not subiugated to the foreign
power, obedient only to the orders
of the people of Cuba, to the neces-
sities of national development
and the advance of the revolution.

The North American imperialists
suffered a double defeat in Cuba
in )anuary, 1959: their military mis-
sion with its aid and assistance to
Batisa was defeated, and likewise
their intention to put in power a
government of compliance and in-
strumentality, to replace the one
which had fed.

Without having defeated North
American imperialism, without hav-

ing smashed its political domination
ol[. Crrb", without having assumed

and exercised full national sover-

eignty, the Cuban Revolution would
nJt have been able even to initiate
the agrarian reform nor to move
ahead in socio-economic transforma-
tions, since Yankee imPerialism is

the sworn enemy of the Progress,
advance and well-being of the Latin-
American peoples.

The Cuban Revolution is genuine,
deep-going and efiective because the
revolutionary power is resolutely
anti-imperialist, because the revolu-
tionary power does not seek concilia-
tion wiih imperialism, the number
one enemy of the revolution, but on

the contrary combats it.
The fact that the Cuban Revolu-

tion not only routed the tyranny
b,ut also the political domination of
North Ameiican imPerialism and

that it is maintaining itself, is devel-

oping and is growing stronger in
spitJ of the fierce efforts of the

United States to defeat it, bears ex-

ceptional significance for all the

countries of Latin America.
The triumph and develoPment of

the Cuban Revolution in the face of
the opposition of the United States

impeiiilism has thrown to the

eround all the theories of geogra-

6hic fatalism, all the theories of those

iho contend that the countries of
Latin America, by being situated

geographically near the United
St"[t,-by being small and weak

militarily, and economically depend-

ent on the United States, must live
forever subjected to this situation and
must seek betterment wiithin the
framework of this dependency, with
the imperialists and not against them,
submitting to their criminal policy
of war and reaction instead of op
posing it, seeking to please the im-
perialists instead of contradicting and
combatting them.

The Cuban Revolution has dem-
onstrated the falseness of thesc
theories which have only served to
cover upi the cowardice and the
treachery of certain leaders of the
bourgeoisie who do not go beyond
timid and insignificant reforms,
which Fidel has aptly characterrzed
with the phrase "mercurochrome
band-aids."

Cuba is a small country with only
six million inhabitants. It is situated
within a few minutes flight of mil-
tary planes of the United States.

Even more, it has an important North
American naval base driven into its
own territory like an assassin's dag-
ger. It has suffered the most mon-
strous economic deformation of sin-
gle crop sugar cultivation and an
export economy that has reached
such a degree that we are compelled
to import more than $roo,ooo,ooo of
food staples annually. Its foreign
commerce has been virtually under
the monopoly of the United States.

In spite of all these unfavorable
circurnstances, Cuba has been ablc
to make her revolution: to defeat
the pre.imperialist tyranny, to over-
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olution is not
Cuban."
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C,ommunist. It iscome North American imperialist
domination; to restore and exercise
her national sovereignty both in do-
mestic and foreign policy; to under-
take radical agrarian reform which
has put an end to the native semi-
feudal, big landed estates and also
those owned by North American
imperialist companies; to establish
relations with the socialist countries
and marchl ahead in the struggle for
economic independence and indus-
trial development.

What can geographic fatalism do
to a people who hold their heads
high ready to make all sacrifices and
who have heading the government,
valiant and revolutionary leaders
who have no fear of North Amer-
ican imperialism and do not uemble
before its threats and aggressionsl

Geographic fatalism is a myth.
It is not geographic fatalism which

keeps our peoples chained and back-
ward and hinders them from win-
ning their rights and exercising their
sovereignty.

If Cuba has overcorne the domina-
tion of North American imperialism,
why cannot the rest of the countries
of Latin America defeat it? Why
cannot Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
Peru, countries much larger, more
populous and richer than Cubal
Why cannot the others I

The fifth outstanding character-
istic of the Cuban Revolution is that
it is taking place in an epoch in
which the correlation of world forces

has turned against imperialism, in an
epoch in which the socialist camp
is growing, is becoming suoog.i
and. is exp-anding, while the cinp
of imperialism is becoming smaller
and weaker.

This holds great imporrance for
the Cuban Rer6lution.

This explains its accelerated ad-
vance and profound deveopment in
the area of socio-economic-transfor-
mations.

It is this which enables a small
country in the immediate surround_
ings of the United States with a firm
revolutionary government, supported
by a strongly 

_ 
united people willing

to wage a life and deatir struggle",
to maintain itself in the face of ih.
attacks of the most powerful im-
perialism on earth and to carry the
revolution forward in the '6ght

against it.

II

It is not possible in our National
Assembly to avoid dealing with the
question of the character of the Cu-
ban Revolution.

The North American imperialists,
the counter-revolutionary war crim-
inals, the thieves and traitors in exile
all agree on two things. First, they
are ln agreement on using all means,
no matter how criminal, dirty and
low to fight against and try to over-
throw the revolution and'the gor-
ernrnenr headed by Fidel Caitro.

Second, they agree on saying that the
Cuban RevoLution is Communist, as
a justification and prerext for their
criminal opposition to it.

When the sworn enemies of the
revolution call it Communist they are
not attempting to make a serious
characterizarion of it; they are simply
trying to say that they hate it be-
cause the thing they hate most is
Communism. Th.y also try to use
against the Cuban Revolution those
mental complexes which over the
years they have created with their
persecutions and propaganda by
which they have kept the people
from knowing and r.iirrg the truth
about Communism and have mad.
it appear as something bad, sinister,
dangerous againsr which all crimes
are justified.

These are deluded people who be-
come horrified at the very mention
of Communism or at thinking that
they are going to be called Com-
munists.

All those who answer this cam-
paign of the North American im-
perialists and their lackeys by saying:
"The revolution is not Communisi"
are absolutely right.

It is true, completely true,ithat the
Cuban Revolution is not Communist.

Some, nevertheless, caught in the
net of imperialist propaganda and
the anti-Communisr prejudices which
they have created, answer this falsc
imputation that it is a Communist
revolution by the false argument
contained in this phrase: "The rev-

This is an unbefitring reply, as
unbefitting as that of the father who
when asked, is your daughter a
pianist, replied: "No, as I, she is a
Colombian."

Communism does not refer to the
nationality of the revolution but to
its character.

A Cuban revolution can be cap
italist, anti-imperialist and anii-
feudal, socialist or Communist ac-
cording to the social, economic and
political doctrine it puts into
practice.

Communism viewed from the cor-
rect angle consrirutes a body of p,rin-
ciples and practice of a univirsal
character, concerned with the or-
ganization, the developrnent and the
objectives of human society which
can be adopted and carried out by
any people or nation.

The reason our revolution is not
Communist is not because it is Cu-
ban, but because it is not applying
Communist methods or lawi; be-
caLrse it is not building or organizing
a Communist regime now; because
it is anti-imperialist and anti-feudal,
national liberating, agrarian and in-
dustrial and is carrying out these
objectives which the' siiuation calls
for, and with which it creates the
conditions for moving ahead to new
tasks imposed by the social advance.

The Yankee imperialists, the coun-
ter-revolutionaries and traitors do
not dare say publicly that they are
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fighting the Cuban Revolution for
what il is doing, that is, because

of its anti-imperialism; its unrestric-
ted exercise of national sovereignty,
both in the domestic and the foreign
policy of the Cuban state;.because it
irades with all countriesl because

it takes over the oil refineries; be-

cause it is carrying through radical
agrarian reforml because it is elim-
inating discrimination against Neg-
roesl because it is promoting the
cooperativesl because it is converting
barracks into schools; because it is

combating illiteracy; and because it
is an example for the rest of the
countries of Latin America.

Since they do not dare say whY
they are fighting the revolution, they
fall back on the cry of Communism;
on the foundation of this allegation,
they build their whole scafiold of
lies and slanders against the Cuban
Revolution.

Anti-Communism, as has been

demonstrated in deeds, is a weaPon

of the imperialists and their lackeys

in their fight against the revolution,
against the just aspirations of the
peoples, the workers, the peasants,

ihe middle strata, and the students.
Whoever allows himself to get

caughtin the net of anti-Communism,
serves, consciously or unconsciously,
the ends of the counter-revolution-
aries, the oppressors and exp'loiters

-the Yankee imperialists, the big
landholders and their servile lackeys.

Let us go back to the theme.
The Cuban Revolution is not a

Communist revolutionl it is anti-
imperialist and anti-feudal.

it is a revolution which can be

cotrectly characterized as national
liberating and agrarian, patriotic
and democratic because of the tasks
it confronts and is carrying out.

It is a revolution which can be

considered an advanced people's rev'
olution because of the class forces
which support and drive it and the
radical methods it uses.

It is a revolution of the common
people, by the common people and
for the common people, as Fidel
Castro, heeding its social content
and its perspectives, has said.

The historical tasks which the rev-
olution confronts and is carrying out
are fundamentally the following: the
recovery and exercise of the national
sovereignty as the expression of na-
tional independence;-the elimina-
tion of the big semi-feudal landed
estates and the rest of the semi-
feudal institutions; the handing over
of the land to the peasant and the
agricultural workersl the organiza-
tion of the cooperatives and the peo.
ple's stores and the promotion and
diversification of agricultural pro-
duction in conformity with the nec-
essities of the country and the
overcoming of the single crop
economy.

Further, the recovery of property
unlawfully seized by those who de-
frauded the state and enriched them-

selves illicitly under cover of the
public power under the tyranny; the

annulment of the onerous conces-
sions granted to companies and in-
dividuals; the recovery of the na-
tional wealth from the imperialists
and the nationaiization of the enter-
prises which they have used to pill-
age and exploit the country. Other
basic features include:

The induptrialization of the
country according to plan and the
objective of overcoming the one-crop
sugar economy and the achievement
of economic independence. as the
foundation and guarantee of the po-
litical independence already achieved.

The elimination of the virtual
monopoly upon our foreign trade
exercised by the United States to be
achieved through the establishment
and the intensification of trade with
all, including the socialist countries.

The progressive reduction of un-
employment through agrarian re-
form, industrialization and increase
in production.

The constant improvement of the
standard of living of the workers,
the peasants, and the whole people
through the reduction of prices and
rents, the raising of wages in accord-
ance with the increase in produc-
tion and productivity, the expansion
of social security, paid vacations, and
the establishment of recreation
centers and other means.

The elimination of racial discrim-
ination and the full integration of
the Cuban nation and the eradica-
tion of race prejudice.

The carrying out of genuine and

broader democracy for the people
with new and more real liberties.

The development of the trade-
union movement, the peasant org-
anizations, the students, the youth,
the women and the professionals
on the basis of their own character,
inner democracy and support to the
principles, aims and tasks of the
revolution.

The eradication of illiteracy, the
massive construction of schools, the
extension, promotion and the raising
of progressive national culture to a
higher level and the re-evaluation of
the written history of the nation to
eliminate lies and distortions, intro-
duced by the North American im-
perialists, their lackeys and the
representatives of. the reactionary
classes.

Attention to the health of the peo-
ple to eliminate endemias, epidemics,
prevent illnesss lift hygiene to a
higher plane, and promote the
healthy physical development of the
new generations.

The application and development
of an independent foreign policy,
based on the most profound inter-
ests of the Cuban nation-the nec-
essities of the development of the
revolution, the defense of peace, non-
intervention and non-interferance,
coexistence and diplomatic and
commercial relations with all coun-
tries.

The strengthening in all ranks of
the Revolutionary army, the work-
ers' and peasants' militias and the
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organs of security in order to guar-
antee the armed defense of the
revolution in the face of any inter-
vention, invasion or attack of its
enemies.

The strengthening and develop
ment of the revolutionary state as
the unifying cenrer of all the rev-
olutionary forces and the best wea-
pon for the realization of the historic
tasks now facing the revolution.

These historic tasks by their
economic and social content are anti-
imperialist, national emancipatory,
anti-feudal, progressive, people's and
democratic.

The social classes that are ob,jec-
tively interested in the fulfillment of
these historic tasks are the workers,
the peasants, the urban middle

classes and the national bourgeoisie.
But the driving forces of the rev-
olution, those which push it and
drive it forward are principally the
workers, the poor peisants- and the
radical sectors of the urban small
bourgeoisie. The driving forces are
the popular classes, the "little
people."

The methods which the revolution
applies to realize its historic tasks
are imbued with the action and the
experiences of the proletariat, they
are radical, revolutionary and efiec-
tive. This is what makes the Cuban
revolution, radical and advanced.

Such is a full explanation of the
characterization which we have given
our revolution,

..AN ASTONISHING SUSPICION. . ."
"And now the astonishing and perturbing suspicion emerges that per-

haps. almost a-ll that has passed ior social" sci6nce, politic"al ..orro'-y,
politics and ethics in the 

. 
pas.1 may be brushed aside Ly future genera-

tions as mainly rationalizing."

-|ames Flarvey Robinson, The Mind in the Mafting (N. y., ryzr), p. 47.

Aspects of the Cuhan Revolution

By James S. Allen

A basic, far-reaching social revolu-
tion is changing the ancient struc-
ture of Cuba and putting that small
but remarkable pione.ri'ng country
on the road of complete political
and economicl independence from
imperialism. There is much that is
new and original in the revolurion,
with respect to the high level of its
accomp,lishments, the methods and
forms that have appeared, the unpre-
cedented unity of the national iev-
olutie11s1, forces, and its unique role
in inter-American and world-afiairs.
The imagination and intense interest
of the world have been caught by
the tempo, elan and successei of a
democratic national upheaval in the
very home grounds, so to speak, of
U.S. imperialism, in its own tradi-
tional sphere of dominarion. And the
revolution proceeds along its course
despite retaliatory measures and an
antii-Cubian agitation by the U.S.
Government which can only be
described as vengeful and ferocious,
with the implicit threat of full-scale
armed intervention which it has not
dared to let loose. How explain this
unusual situation ?

Some welcome light is thrown on
the new Cuba in a book by Leo
Huberman and Paul M. Sweezy, the
editors of. Monthly Reuieut, wlo in

March of this year spent three weeks
there, (Cuba: Anatorny o,f a Reuolu-
tion, Monthly Review Press, N.y.,
paper $r.oo; cloth $3.5o.) They came
to the task well prepared and with
a genuine sympathy for the aspira-
tions of the Cuban people, and within
two months completed an inform-
ative and timely book on the back-
glroutrrd and the accomplishments
of the revolution up to that time.
Events which followed the publica-
tion of their book revealed that the
authors had misjudged the pace of
events. The drastic cut of Cuba,s
sugar quota by Washington indica-
ted the lengths to which the U.S.
government was prepared to go to
halt the Cuban revolution, whili the
quick and effective response rin Hav-
ana-the nationalization on August
7 of $6oo million in sugar centials,
oil refineries and utilities owned pre-
dominantly by U.S. monopolies-
re-vealed the strength and high tempo
of the revolution. Nevertheless, des-
pite such misjudgments and other
faults of interpretation and omission,
the book provides a powerful anti-
dote to the anti-Communist Monroe
Doctrine pap which prevails in the
United States.

After a brief but pungenr review
of the old semi-colonial structure
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and a concise history of the armed
rebellion led by Fidel Castro, the
authors devote most of their atten-
tion to "The Revolution in Power."
To those who have followed the
brilliant reportage of Joseph North
in The Worfter and in his pam-
phlet*, much of what appears here

will be familiar-the role of the
Rebel Army, the revolutionary dem-
ocracy, the radicalization of the
initial regime, the social reforms-
the huge housing, health and welfare
programs together with a "fat'
reaching educational revolution."
Particularly noteworthy is the chap-

ter on "structural Reform", which
shows how and why the agrarian
reform is bringing about a basic

social transformation, reaching into
the entire economy and oPening the
doors wide to industrialization and
independent national development.
ThiJ is the kind of radical reform
which the Dillon plan, submitted to
the recent Bogotd conference, is in-
tended to anticipate and prevent in
the rest of Latin America, bY suPer-

ficial half-measures, hardlY taken
seriously by anyone. Also illumina-
ting is the authors' demonstration of
thJ significant economic and social
progreit achieved during the first
year of the new Cuba.

*r8n
Unfortunately, when it comes to

basic questions of interpretation,
such aJ the nature of the Cuban
-llo*oh North. Cfia's Rwolfiion, published
in Febrirarv, f959 by Nm Century Publishers'
N. Y. l0c.'Also available in Spmish.

revolution and the relation of class

and international forces, the book
leaves much to be desired. SweezY

and Huberman brought with them
in their baggage to Cuba a certain
pre-cut pattern, to which they sought

io fit Cuban events. Their central

theme is given with admirable Pre-
cision in a single sentence: "This is
the first time--ever, anywhere-that
a genuine socialist revolution has

bee"n made by non'Communists!"
There are at least three fallacies in
this one sentence, amPlY exPanded

in the rest of the book: (r) A mis-

taken estimate of what is new and

unique in the C'r.rban revolution;
(z) in erroneous view of the present

stage of the revolution and its pros-

pec-ts; and (f) ,t inexcusable under-
playing of the role of the working
class and of the Communists.

It is of course true that the Cuban

revolution displays certain unique
features, as is usually the case with
every basic social uPheaval. But
Sweezy and Huberman make it aP
pear that the Cuban revolution as a

ihol., in its entirety, is exceptional
and inexplicable in Marxist terms.

They accipt uncritically the iudg-
ment of fean Paul Sartre, the French
existentialist philosopher, "that the

originality of this Revolution con-

sisti precisely in doing what needs

to be done without attemPting to
define it b,y means of a Previous
ideology." In supPort of this view
thev cite the fact that Fidel Castro,

the universally acknowledged leader

of the revolution, as well as his
closest associates in the leadership of
the July z6th Movement, have pro-
fessed no clearly formulated ideology,
calling themselves neither socialist
nor communist. "No one can now
foretell," they write, "the full implica-
tions of this startling fact, but no
one need doubt that it will open
up new vistas not only in the realm
of social thought but also in the
realm of revolutionary action."

New vistas are indeed opened by
the Cuban revolution, but it seems
to me that what Sweezy and Huber-
man single out as characteristic falls
far short of explaining its successes.

Nor does it do justice to the leader-
ship of Fidel and his associates to
ascribe their effectiveness only to
their ability to find pragmatic solu-
tion to each problem as it arises.
Their policies and acts reveal a more
fundamental grasp of the problems
of the revolution against imperial-
ism and its domestic supporters than
the editors of. Monthly Reuiew gSve

them credit for. They show a vision
of the course and aims of the rev-
olution which places them among the
leading national revolutionaries of
our times-with a clear perception of
"what needs to be done" to assure
complete political and economic in-
dependence from imperialism. This
enables them to respond immedi-
ately, efiectively and with energy
and elan to every provocation of
imperialism, themselves in unison
with the workers and peasants, the

mass base of the revolution.
The fact that the leadership of the

revolution does not express a clearly
formulated socialist ideology can ap
pear original and contradictory only
when, together with the authors, the
mistake is made of characterizing
the present stage of the revolution
as socialist. To be surg it is a
notable phenomenon of the colonial-
type revolutions of our time that
many of the leaders in Asia and
Africa, with a varying degree of
emphasis and meaning, profess social-
ist aims, within the context of a
positive neutralism between the cap
italist and socialist blocs. But because
of this no one should make the mis-
take either of accepting these leaders
as socialist and communist in the
usually accepted meaning of these
designations or of characterizing the
revolutions th.y lead as socialist.
Their revolutions are being tested
on other grounds-the successes they
are able to achieve in b'reaking loose
from imperialist bonds, in establish-
irg their national independence,
economically as well as politically,
which entails a deep social trans-
formation.

A powerful new element in the
present-day world is the aid from
socialist countries, which offers new
nations an alternative path of dev-
elopment, free of subservience to
imperialism. More than pragmatic
solutions from day to day are re-
quired to see the relation of the
independence revolution to the basic
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revolutionary forces on a world
scale, and to know how to take
advantage of this relationship to ad-
vance the national cause as efiectivelv
as the Cuban leaders have donJ.
Certainly, if they took as a guage of
their revolution the necessity of
establishing'at all costs so.called free-
dom from ideological "shacklesr" as

seen by Fluberman and Sweezy, they
might well have been diverted from
the brilliant course they have
followed.

In reply to similar views in their
own country, the Cuban Communists
showed more than a yeff ago that
the progress of the revolution could
be evaluated most clearly by Marxist-
Leninist standards when they are
understood dynamically in relation
to the concrete situation. (See "Marx-
ism and the Cuban Rrcvolutionr"
Political Affairs, Oct. 1959.) Then,
and since-especially in the VIII Na-
tional Assemtrly of their Popular
Socialist Party, held in August 196o

-the Cuban Communists have
singled out very clearly what is
unique and what is characteristic in
the Cuban revolution, without exag-
geration or distortion. This clear-
headedness, far from "shackling" the
revolutionary forces, contribruted
greatly to the impetus of the rev-
olution. For, as they have said,
"Marxism provides for all Cuban
revolutionists the method and the
principles for finding adequate solu-
tions to the complex and difficult
problems presented by the perspec-

tive of the long-range development
of the Cuban revolution and its
forward movement."

i+ ,k ,t

According to the authors, the new
Cuba is a socialist society. They base

this view primarily upon two con'
siderations: the rapidly increasing
relative role of the public sector of
the economy, and the trend toward
central economic planning. In fact,
with the big nationalizations of U.S.
monopoly property in August, the
public (state-orvned) sector has
grown much more rapidly than the
authors anticipated. New trade
agreements with the Soviet lJnion,
China and other socialist countries
also assure to the public sector over
fifty new factories in exchange for
sugar and other Cuban products, in
addition to the industries to be built
by the government with its own
resources. In agriculture, as the auth-
ors point out, some 6o p". cent of
farm lands (encompassing mostly
the large plantation lands now ex-
propriated) is in various forms of
cooperatives, under the National
Institute of Agrarian Reform (IN-
RA). Undoubtedly, the cooperative
principle will spread into other sec-

tors of agriculture. With this head
start in both agriculture and indus-
try, and also in some important
sectors of trade and finance, the
authors are no doubt correct in hold-
ing that forces at work in Cuba
today, together with the policies of
the revolutionary regime, "are tend-

ing rapidly to reduce the relative
importance of the private sectorr"
and also leading to planning of a
high order.

True it is that all this marks a
very high revolutionary level. The
struggle for complete independence,
economic as well as political, is fused
with radical land reform, a true peo-
ple's army and police replacing those
of the old tyrannical regime, a radical
extension of democracy, expropria-
tion of foreign-owned (mostly U.S.)
monopoly enterprise, and the devo-
tion of the new regime to the peo-
ple's welfare and national develop-
ment. But is this not a confirmation
of the Marxist view, expounded by
the Cuban Communists for many
years and clearly reiterated by them
at their August Assembly, that in its
present stage the Cuban revolution
is democratic, national, anti-imperial-
ist, anti-feudal and liberatingl It is
precisely in these respects that the
new Cuba shows the heights the
national-revolutionary struggle can
reach under present world condi-
tions. It is in this context that it has
won enthusiastic popular support
throughout Latin America (indeed,
all over the world), one of the cen-
tral factors that has efiectively curbed
the interventionist plans of U.S.
imperialism.

Given the narrow view of socialism
held by the editors of. Monthly Re-
uieu-socialism without the principle
of working-class power, which is
socialism disembodied-it is not sur-

prising that they should fall into
this error. IJnfortunately, it is an
error that can lead to damaging mis-
conceptions and unfounded expec-
tations. For if the authors' view is
accepted, people will be led to expect
feats such as Cuban society is as

yet organically incapable of accom-
plishing, and which can be expected
only when the revolution has entered
its socialist stage. And their mistaken
view may lead to an underestima-
tion and by-passing of the basic tasks
of the present stage associated with
independence from imperialism, the
democratic renovation of the coun-
try, and the maintenance of the solid
unity of all revolutionary forces.
Equally harmful, such a view ob.
scures the course and prospects of
the revolution, for it overlooks
"what needs to be done" in order to
make the transition to the next, the
socialist stage, taking into account
the circumstances-domestic, inter-
American, and world-wide-that will
assure its success.

The growth of the public and co-
operative sector in the Cuban
economy and the marked trend to
state planning for national growth
can be understood within the frame-
work of the present stage, without
confusing these measures with social-
ism. These features in themselves are
not unique to the Cub,an revolution.
They have also appeared in other
national anti-imperialist revolutions,
but rarely at the high level and with
rhe tempo observed in Cuba. What
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the Cuban revolution demonstrates
is that with united worker and peas-
ant support, and also commanding
the loyalty of various middle and
patriotic bourgeois sectors of the pop
ulation, a revolutionary national-
democratic regime can use state
measures in a progressive way, to
transform radically the old p,lantation
economy, greatly improve the condi-
tions of the people, and open wide
the road to industrialization and
independent national development,
In Marxist terms, these may be con-
sidered measures of a state-capitalis
type, with the important qualification
that under the popular democratic
regime such as now exists in Cuba
they play a revolutionary role, even
a significant preparatory and transi-
tional role in relation to the forth-
coming stage of socialism. Simul-
taneously, the tempo and form of
titrese ihanges, made possible
in the first place by the en-
ergetic support of the workers
and peasants, enhance and strengthen
these very classes which, in alliance
with other revolutionary forces, can
carry the revolution forward. In
sum, what is happening in Cuba ls
the creation at this stage of a revolu-
tionary democracy, a government) as

Fidel puts it, "of the humble for the
humble."

{6n*

The mistaken view of Sweezy and
Ffuberman on the nature of the
Cuban revolution, reflects another

fundamental weakness in their ap-
proach. They underestimate, even
ignore, the role of the working class

in the development of the revolu-
tion. This is an old weakness of the
authors, noticeable in their current
interpretations of United States and
world development in general, and
now showing up with such negative
effects in their analysis of Cuban
events.

Throughout the book, for example,
they invariably emphasize the "peas-
ant" nature of the revolution, of the
army and of the regime. But this
term is not exact, and could be very
misleading. The authors themselves
have had to qualify the term "peas-
ant" by explaining that in Cuban
agriculture the wage-workers out-
numbered all owners and tenants by
nearly three to one. As they say, the
typical Cuban land toiler "is no a
peasant in the usual European sense

of the term but rather a landless
proletarian who customarily works
for wages in groups or gangs under
the direction and supervision of
others." The authors also call atten-
tion to another factor which tended
to revolutionize the land workers-
the highly developed industrial pro-
letariat in the sugar mills in close
association with the cane workers
and with a long record of militant
unionism. In typical fashion, they
fail to mention the role played by
the Communists in the great strug-
gles which shaped the class consci-
ousness and social awareness of this

decisive part of the Cuban working
class.

It is true, of course, that the land
workers'and also the bona fide peas-
antry play a highly important role
in the Rebel Army and in the re-
gime, and that the basic agrarian
reform carried out bylthe Army and
INRA consolidated this support. But
on this score alone, keeping in mind
the nature of the agrarian elements,
the designation "peasant" for the
Ar*y, the new government and the
revolution itself is inexact and in.
complete.

Furthermore, outside some gen-
eral references to workers' support,
the authors pay practically no at-
tention to the role of strikes, mass
struggles and significant funeral
demonstrations under the Batista
tyranny, which helped consolidate
city and town support for Fidels
guerrilla army. Nor do they accord
a place to the trade unions as a

central organized arm of the present
phase of the revolution-an omis-
sion that is particularly noticeable
since the unions were completely re-
newed and rebuilt once the stooges
of the Batista regime were ousted.
This anomoly becomes all the more
striking when it is realized that the
authors have practically nothing to
say about the militia-the armed
people-the workers, the peasants
and the student militia, certainly an
outstanding feature of the Cuban
revolution. The ease with which the
monopoly holdings were expropri-

ated is in large measure due to the
ready action of the workers' militia
in the respective enterprises. In
short, the authors present the Cuban
revolution out of focus when they
fail to see the growing role of the
workers and the resulting operative
(if not formal) alliance of the work-
ers and peasants, as the main force
sustaining the revolution and pre'
pelling it forward.T

There is a certain peculiariry in
the Cuban revolution which might
seem on the surface to give some
support to the Sweezy-Huberman
interpretation. In the document al-
ready cited, the Cuban Communists
point out that although the revolu-
tion had the active and determined
support of the workers throughout
its entire development "certain cir-
cumstances did not allow the mass
action of the workers to become,
at the given moment, the funda-
mental factor in the overthrow of
the tyrannical power. That factor, as

we know, was the armed struggle
of the Rebel Army." And they note
that this peculiarity had also occurred
in the Chinese revolution.

While this circumstance could not
help but leave a deep imprint on the
course of the Revolution and the
features of the regime, it would be
superficial analysis to lose sight of
the changes which have occurred
since, and which are occurring. For
the fact of the matter is that as the
revolution proceeds with its basic re-
forms, the relative weight of the

I
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working class in the revolution
grows, imparting to it a new dyna-
mism. For, as the Cuban Commu-
nists say, Marxism holds that the
working class "is in a position to
support the revolution, to make it
advance without interruption, to
place itself at the head, togeiher with
all the revol.utionary el-ements in
society, in alliance with the peasants,
to destroy capitalist exploitaiion and
build socialism." As we s€e, the
Sweezy-Huberman misinterpretation
of the present stage of the Cuban
revolution thus arises from their
failure to assess the role of the work-
ing class properly at all stages-in
the long preparatory period,ln the
course of the revolution during the
first year and one half of the new
Cuba, and in the prospect for its
further unfolding.

F'undamentally, this is also the
explanation for the authors' "over-
looking" (I use quotes, for I think it
deliberate) of the role of the Cuban
Communists in their long struggles
against imperialism and tyrannical
power, which in many ways prepared
the way for the success of the Rebel
Army. In the background part of
the book, only a brief paragiaph is
devoted to the Communiits,- and
only to note a certain dilTerence
between them and Fidel. That the
Communists stressed the necessity of
mass struggle, while Fidel pursued
the aim of armed combat is well
known. But it is a mistake to leave
the impression, as the authors do,

that the Communists had a negative
approach to the men in the Sierra
Maestra. They recognized, soon after
his landing in Oriente Province in
December 1956, that Fidel's action,
despite the initial military set-back,
was rapidly becoming a symbol of
the resistance and a ferment arousing
the people. From then on, they sai
Fidel's group, as a guerrilla 

'force,

whose action had to be supported by
the mass struggle of the pebple, and
it was here they made their greatest
contribution to his victory. For they
aroused among the worker and peai-
ant masses and also among the stu-
dent and professional clasies-from
which Fidel drew his leading cadre

-awareness of the national dem-
ocratic aims of the revolution against
imperialism and tyranny. Indeed, it
is hardly possib,le to conceive of the
victory of the Rebel Army and the
forward sweep of the revolution
without the long preparatory work
and the simultaneous actioni of the
civil revolutionary forces, to which
the Communists contributed so sig-
nificantly.

Even more important, is the
Sweezy-Huberman treatment of the
role of the Communists in the pres-
ent phase. The authors are quite
correctly concerned with cor.rter-
acting the anti-Communist crusade
which serves as a cloak for imperial-
ist intervention and counter-revolu-
tion. They present valid reasons to
show "that the hypothesis of Com-
munist infiltration of the leadership

is a pure figment of the anti-Com-
munist imagination." They agree
with many other observers that the
Communists are devoting themselves
with total energy to the govern-
ment's program while the Castro
leadership "has been happy to wel-
come Communist cooperation and
has resolutely fought to keep the
issue out of Cuban politics." In fact,
it would be cause for alarm if the
utmost cooperation were lacking in
view of the basic unity of all revolu-
tionary forces on the national dem-
ocratic and anti-imperialist objectives,
and the unequivocal realization
among them that anti-communism
means counter-revolution.

IJnfortunately, the authors also
pose the question in a way that ob-
scures and distorts the genuine role
of the Cuban Communists in the
present and future of Cuba. They
ask: "Are the Communists getting
into a position from which they can
wrest leadership of the masses, of the
revolutionary movement itself, out
of the hands of Fidel and his col-
leagues in the army and the govern-
ment?" If one seriously considers the
implications, that is a divisive ques-
tion. In a way, it reflects even
unintentionally and perhaps from
ill-conceived "good motives," that
conspiracy view of history so dear
to anti{ommu,nism. Why shoufld
the Cuban Communists seek to
"wrest" the leadership or "challenge"
(a word also used by the aurhors)
it in any way if the revolution under

its present leadership is pursuing a

course which they have urged for
many years and which today they
support with all their strengthl For
some ulterior purpose, perhaps-some
hidden dark motive running con-
trary to the interests of the Cuban
people and the Cuban revolution I

The Cub,an Communists do not
hide their view that Cuba is now
in the democratic stage of a revolu-
tion, which will develop to the next
stage of socialism. They say so pre-
cisely and clearly in the program
just adopted at the VIII National
Assembly, and they said so before.
In his report to this same National
Assembly of the party, Blas Roca, the
General Secretary, made a point
without which it is impossible to
understand the conditions for the
progress of the revolution, and the
role of the Communists in it. He
cited the unity of the revolutionary
forces as one of the outstanding dis-
tinguishing characteristics of the
Cuban revolution, the guarantee of
its success: "As long as there is
unity in the camp of the revolution,
the revolution is indestructible."

This throws quite a different light
on the relation of forces in the rev-
olution than that implied in the
question posed by Sweezy and Hub-
erman. Not only can their way of
posing the problem prove malicious,
and cause harm to the unity of
revolutionary forces, but it also ob-
scures a real problem that the Cuban
revolution must face in the course
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of its further progress. This is the
problem that must inevitably arise
with the growing weight of the
working class in the revolution. As
the authors themselves recognize,
the revolution has not stood still,
already producing important political
changes that brought the early
regime into line with the social
transformations taking place. Is it
unrealistic to suppose' ihat as the
revolution proceeds other changes
will be required, in the process of
which all revolutionary forces must
be concerned that the b,asic indis-
pensible unity is maintainedl The
essential class components of revolu-
tionary unity are the workersr peas-
ants, students and other middle
strata, and the national bourgeoisie,
but the relative weight of these com-
ponents within the united front will
change with the progress of the
revolution. As Blas Roca said in the
same speech: "W'e are not able to
call this a united front in the formal
fashion of the 'united fronts' we
have known of. This is a relation of
cooperation, of coordination, of con-
fidence of agreement, on the funda-
mental questions between all the
revolutionary forces." The Cuban
Communists have the perspective of
maintaining such unity and confid-
ence in the further advance of the
revolution, whatever inner changes
in the relative role of class and social
focus may be*reguired.

A final point needs to be made,

even brie{ly, with respect to another
shortcoming in the Sweezy-Huber-
man interpretation-their underesti-
mation of the international factor
in the successes of the Cuban revolu-
tion. They see Cub,a as the beacon
for all Latin America in the struggle
against Yankee imperialism, and they
also warn clearly against the still
present danger of U.S. armed inter-
vention. It is true, as they say, that
one of the major factors which until
now has prevented such intervention
is the popular support for the new
Cuba in Latin America. But it seems
to me they fail to appreciate the
decisive role played in this respect
by the revolutionary process in world
affairs, the new global pressures cre-
ated by the growth of socialism in
the world and the successes of the
colonial revolutions in Asia and
Africa.

They see the positive role played
by the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries too narrowly, as

prroviding oil and other essential
products to Cuba. This is important,
of course. But seen also in its broader
context-the historic trend to social-
ism and the disintegration of im-
perialism, side by side with the
ensuing strength of the world forces
for peace-the success until now of
holding off U.S. imperialism in Cuba
can be understood better. This over-
all international factor is decisive;
without it, the Cuban revolution
would face perhaps insurmountab,le
obstacles. It is of a piece with the

general playing down of the working
class and the Communist role, that
the authors fail to see how this is

expressed in the world arena as well.
To recognize this, does not in the

least minimize the great accomplish-
ment$ of the Cuban revolution, itself
of necessity a product of the mag-
nificent struggle of the Cuban people
for liberation and an expression of
the relation of forces in Cuba. For

without the revolution to b.grt
with, the new world historic forces

of progress in our time could not
be brought to bear. But it is also

ne.ersary to appreciate fully that the
accomplishments of the Cuban rev-

olution and its sure perspective of
victory are favored by the particular
constellation of world forces in our
times.
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AFR]CA AND IMPER]ALIST INTELLECTUALS

Marx, toward the conclusion of the first volume of Capital, summarized
the genesis of capitalism:

The discovery oi gold and silver in America, the extirpation, enslavement
and entombment in mines of the aboriginal population, the beginning of the
conquest of the East Indies, the turning of Africa into a warren for the com-
mercial hunting of blackskins, signalized the rosy dawn of the era of capitalist
production. These idyllic proceedings are the chief momenta of primitive accumu-
lation. On their heels treads the commercial war of the European nations with
the globe for a theatre

To justify a system whose birth was fertilized with human fesh watered
with children's tears, and whose continued existence was dependent upon
one awful atrocity after another, from the African slave-trade to Hitler's
crematoria, has required special ingenuity. The exercise of such ingenuity
developed a special breed of thinker, of scholar, of intellectual. A system
of injustice required a camouflage of lies; one of the central injusticei was
the rape of the darker peoples, and to cover this was developed that whole
massive structure of lies known as racism.

But there is an immutable justice in history, and the law of dialectical
development works its inexorable way. Lying corrupts the liar and does
not alter the truth. The truth has a way not only of enduring, but
of growing; as its time for fulfillment neris it becomes rnor. 

"rrI-o..mighty, while the lies become more and more transparent, more and more
outrageous, more and more obscene. Finally, reality has departed so far
from-the assumptions of the liars that they ihemselves begin-to sense the
erumbling foundations and hysterically thrash about, abiolutely lost to
reason, lost toi all decency, lost to humanity.

As Africa was the first of the victims of budding capitalism- the
modern European sl.ave trade in Africa begins in the.- ,45o,r-r, it was
the continent of the fiercest, most merciless and most prolonled oppression,
so the western respectable intelligentsia display the most fant-astic igrro."rr..
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man." And, that:
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Sevareid-Macmillan concluded his free advice with this admonition to

what he called the .*.i.a Africans": "I guess that one phrase would

sum it all up: Begin at the beginning'" 
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States as having been given their emancipation from chattel slavery*.
In both cases the ignorance is so dense as to be impermeable; meanwhile
the ignorance is persisted in as an attribute of the arrogance that marks
racism; at the same time, the ignorance permits the racism to continue
undisturbed by fact.

Mr. Sevareid speaks of the Americans and the British fighting for the
good life and developing their own countries through their own hard work
and study-and this remark is made by a white American lecturing
Africans! It is enough to force tears from a stone, or even from J. Edgar
Hoover. No inkling of what the ravishment of the continent of Africa
meant to the early accumulation of capital wherewith the economy of Great
Britain was able to leap forward; no inkling of what the slave trade meant
to the continued accumulation of such capital-a slave trade that cost the
lives of scores of millions of Africans during four centuries of crucifixion;
no inkling of what the enslavement of the Negro masses for over two
hundred years meant to the establishment and growth of ,the free-enterprise
economy in the United States; of what the enslavement in the West Indies
and South America meant to the economies of Great Britain, France, Spain,
and Portugal; no inkling of what the imperialism of the rgth and zoth
centuries in Africa, with its hunger and its wars, has meant to the wealth
and the political stability-and even the political freedom-of the western
countries; no inkling of what the cocoa, rubber, diamonds, gold, copper,
uranium, and the Africans' toil, has meant for the enrichment of the
capitaljsts of England, France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Spain, Portugal,
and the United States! No inkling that from this human suffering-
indescribable in its intensity-to a large degree has come the wealth and ihe
capital making possible the universities in the west to which favored and
fortunate young men like Eric Sevaried might go and learn how smart
they were, and study how to make speeches, and how to "Talk Back to
Africans", while African men and women and children toiled within the
bowels of the earth for a pittance, never learned to read or write, never
voted-neitherr Democratic nor Republican-never saw a doctor or a
dentist, never went to any school, and died, worn out and famished, at
perhaps 30 years of age.

-lllf*or$ 
noting that Stanley M. Elkins in a recent book. Slayqt, oublished bv the Universirof Chicqso_-Prs (J9r9,. $4_.50) throws the tratment of Negro ,t""'.w frt - .lt,j,,".iJaJ-oiU. B' Phillips. In.fact his.chapter,-entitled "Slavery and Persoriality," pr'ol"Uty 

"nr.d"i.s 
Phillipi inthe cmrsenes of its chauvinism. There are other indications that iirtain gaini madi lo rholirshioin the social sciencs, -io - conne-ction with ruism aud the Negro, re o."d.. mo"nting "M:k;-;;ea vigorous cmnter-atrack is nceded.
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No wonder these smart and white and rich western ones, with their
cars and microphones and splendid teeth and manicured nails, are unable
to talk to Afriian men and women, when now-after incredible sufiering
and legendary heroism-these men and women are speaking for them-

selves. No wonder-as our Christian Herter says-these "excited Africans"
are acting as the "dupes" of Communist agents! Yes, when I see the

given name of our Selretary of State, I bethink me of the name of the
ihip that served as Great Britain's first slave-trader-it was called "fesus".

I repeat-it is a marvelous vindication of the universality of the law
of dialectics that the expensively trained mouthpieces of the exploiters are

unatrle to converse with the exploited; that they find themselves unable
to help their employers, now when those employers need some magical
word to restore the "natives" to their senses and get them to be patient
and to start at the beginningrand not to want so much so soon; and above

all not to set out for themselvds and make their own lives in the way they
see frt on their own land and in their own sweet time.

Now we are told-the President himself tells us-that "troublemakers"
are appearing; people are urged not to make "trouble"-from the segrega-

ted schools of the South to the Apartheid concentration camps of South
Africa-please don't make "trouble." There is no trouble when a Negro
mother must explain to her thirstv child why he may not have a drink o

water at that store's counter; there is no trouble when the South African
is thrashed for failing to show his "pass". There is "trouble" only when
the mother insists on the glass of water now and here; when the African
burns the pass and demands the right to walk as a free man in his own land.

Above all, there must be no "violence"; there must be only our violence;
our pass-laws; our jim-crow; our militia; our cops; our clubs; our machine-
guns-this is not violence-it is law and order.

When Africans are the victims, gentlemen are just practicing-iust
exercising the prerogatives of gentlemen; but when the victim turns, when
he stands and fights back, then, and only then, does one hear shocked

cries about "violence." I've not seen a better commentary on this than
that which came from the English radical, ]ohn Bright, and being an

Englishman, perhaps Mr. Sevareid-Macmillan will pay attention to what
he said, in 1866:

I have never said a word in favor of violence. A11 I have said has been

against it-but I am at liberty to warn those in authority that iustice long
delayed, or long continued injustice always provokes the employment of force
to obtain redress. It is in the ordering of nature and therefore of the Supreme
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that this is sq and all preaching to the contrary is of no avail. If men build
houses on the slope of Vesuvius, I.may tell therir of their folly and insecurity,
but I am not .in any way provoking,- or responsible for, the'eruption whiJh
s!.v:eps them all away. I ?y say that forcc,-ro pteacnt freedom ind a dcny
nghts, ts not ,tzote moral than lorce to goin frcidom and secure ights.

_ _ of course, the great'western tradition is that of Jefierson and paine, of
Marti and ,Qastro, *d -$: greatest of the writers of th. west, refeciing
and ir-r-rbued by that tradition, took their stand on the side of the'oppressed]
including. very often the,African masses. specifically, the horrors oiimp.ri-
alist elploitation in .the congo _were exposed unforgettably in ld.phconradt Hcart. of 

-Dar(zcss. 
Arthur conan Doyle caiefully'invesiigated

the horrors of the congq_and wrote of it in his f he critne ol the cZngo.
Vachel Lindsay saw the King of the,Belgians in Hell:

Listen to the yell of Leopold's ghost
Burning in Hcll for his hani-mairned host,
Hear ltau the deruons chucrtle and yell
Cwtting his har;ds off, doun in Hell.

M.a.r\ Twain said, "The royal palace of Belgium is . . the den of
a wild beast" and he went on'to describe the irutilation, starvarion and
murder of millions. Statesmen of the west, the parient ones, the christian
Fferters, might pond.{ +:.meaning oJ a few popularion frgures: in rgoo
twenty million people inhabited the Belgian Congo; in r95o iir. poprrlrtion
there totalled twelve million.

,F*{t

There 
. 
is .a phrase- current in state-Department publications and in

some.academic journals that is revealing; ii is "the r&olution in expecta-
tions.".one writes of the revolution in politics, in industry, in scienciand
now there is talk of the revolution in expectatiorrr. w'h*t these phrase-
makers have in mind is the growing insi^stence among -or. "rrd 

,rror.
millions of "common" p:opl:191 th9 fill perquisites and"all th. go.d things
of this earth. The rise of socialism, th. app."r"rrce of technologi.:"i 

"au"rr..,offering illimitable energy resources and this "expectation .E oirtior,, ,r.
dialectically intertwined. Together this constitut.s the basis for the New
Era now maturing-an era of the realization, in all phases of life, of the
sovereignty of the people.
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Nothing more dramatically indicates this than, once again, Africa' It
was only ii r8g5-within one iifetime-that all the maior European powers,

and the Unitea States, participated in the Berlin Conference, at which

Afri., was divided ,p ,tt rttg'the "civilized" ones---of course no African

was presenr at this baibecue. th. A.t resulting Jrom this Conference was

signei ,,in rhe name of Almighty Godl' an_d while the Powers were frank

erio,rgh to mention their inteiesf irr "th. development of trade".and "the

aduait"ges of free navigation" their major stress \Mas-upon their determina-

tion to d"iscove. "the mefns of furthering the moral and material well-being o..f

the native populations," to "bring homJto them the blessings of civilization'"
Leonard Woolf,, *riti.rg of tlhese blessings forty years later, noted in his

book, lmperialism' and Ciuilization (N. Y.; r9z8)': nlt would be a waste of

time io rJtefl the story of atrocities, exploitations, and hypocrisy which forms

so large a part of the record of African imperidism." - .
Evin mote recently, as late as 1944, in fa-t, in the midst of World War

II, the leading Frencir' colonial officials-all non-Africans-gathered at the

Biazzaville C"onference to consider the future of colonialism. FIere it
was agreed:

The aims of the work of civilization accomplished by France in its colonies

exclude all idea of autonomy, all possibility of evolution outside the French

bloc of the Ernpire; the eveniual eitablishmlnt, even in the distant future, of
self-governmcnts is dismisscd.

These were the sentiments, in ,944,, of the colonial administrators of
Free France, let it be understood-thi; is not the voice of Laval and of
Vichy. Let this 1944 declaration be contrasted with the realities of r96o,.and

then one will have'some idea of the magnitude of the changes involved
in the concept of the New Era.

It was * ["ppy historical circumstance-and not at all a coincidence-
that found Preiident Nkrumah of Ghana and Premier Khrushchev of the

Soviet lfnion addressing a General Assembly of the United Nations on the

same day. It was a profound augury of the new day, also, that both men,

though approaching- questions fiom differing points of view and though
developing out of environments quite distinctive, found themselves in sub'
stantial aciord on the most burning issues of our time-those of the liquida'
tion of imperialism and colonialiim, the cessation of the arms race, and
the assurance of peaceful co-existence in the world. Said Nkrumah:

Africa wants hir freedom; Africa must be free. It is a simple call, but it is
also a signal lighting a red warning to those who would tend to ignore it.
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The thoughts are not new, but that an African President of an African
Republic says it-clothed in full sovereignty-before an assembly of world
powers, including twenty-two other African sovereignties, is altogether new.
Helping make possible the whole scene, and helping give weight to the
heart's cry uttered by this Africaa statesman, was the appearance at the
same rostrum on that same day of the head of the first Socialist Government
on eartl, no longer an "experimenC' but a throbbing reality representing
a power without a superior and leading a constellation of socialist states
encompassing one-third of all humanity. Here Premier Khrushchen as

the embodiment of todav's world of Socialism, said:

The Soviet Union, faithlul to the policy of peace and support to the struggle
of oppressod peoples for their national independence which was proclaimed
by V. I. l,enin, the founder of the Soviet state, is urging the United Nations
to raise its voice in defence of the just cause of liberating the colonies, and
to undertake prompt action towards the complete elimination of the colonial
regime of administration.

One has here, in the actions and words of President Nkrumah and
Premier Khrushchev, a fresh affirmation of the Marxist truth, as enunciated
by Marx himself, that "Labor in a white skin cannot be free,while labor in
a black skin is branded." The indivisibility of the peoples' freedom thus
is enunciated, in this decision-year of 1916o, on a pLane and at a level without
precedent in human history. We indeed have the glorious privilege of
living in a New Epoch, wherein all the dearest dreams of mankind may
become realities. Let us Americans hasten to give our full measure of
efiort to the realization of these noble aims.

LATIN AMERICA: SOME NOTES FOR THE RECORD

After the "liberation" of Guatemala, its accomplishments were surn-
marized in a State Department publication-Number 6465, April, ry57:

r) "The conclusion of an agreement with a United Fruit Company sub.
sidiary providing for the return of property expropriated by the Arbenz gov-
ernment" [i.e., z34,ooo acresrl; z) "the repeal of laws afiecting remittances
and taxation of earnings frcm foreign capital"; 3) "the signing of an In-
vestment Guarantee Agreement with the United States"l 4) "the promulga-
tion of a new and more favorable petroleum law" [since which z7 U.S. oil
companies have obtained exploration concessions covering all of Guatemala].

Nevertheless, the editor of the leading newspaper in Guatemala City,
La Hota, wrote as follows in that paper on |uly 4, 1958:



There are none more enslaved than the people of the United States. . . .
Not content with their own organized anarcfiy, io mechanical and deadly, the
North Americarx are now attem-pting to foist this unwanted anarchy on all'ihose
countries which, though disease-ridden and often poor and troubled, have been
and still are_more happy and free in spirit than those poor gringos, who fancy
themselves the most fortunate beings on earth.

Was this not an appropriate fire-cracker for a Fourth of July I
_ And, dbar reader, the next time you read an editorial in our "free press"

denouncing as a "Communist lie" the "slander" that the United States gov-
ernment had anything to do with the destruction o{ the Arbenz government
in Guatemala, or had or has anything to do with the mailtenance in power
oJ such "freedom fighters" as Batista, formerly of Cuba, you might read to
them the following words, taken from the editorial page of the Neu Yorft
Tirnes, August 2r, r95Z:

. . . we have taken the line in the cold war that whoever fights communism
is therefore our ally. When Guatemala threatened to go Communist [sic] we
intervened to overthrow the Arbenz regime. On the other hand, our relations
were notably friendly with Peron of Argentina, Perez Jiminez of Venezuela, So-
moza of Nicaragua, Batista of Cuba, Trujillo of the Dominican Republic, Franco
of Spain.
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THE CASE THAT WILL NOT DIE . . .

The Nation magazine for October r prints a very illuminating article,
"The Added Witness," by a distinguished California attorney, George
T. Altman. This is a re-examination of the records compiled in the two
trials of Alger Hiss; its author concludes that the evidence strongly points
to Hiss' innocence and to the concoction of a frame-up at the highest levels
of government. It will be remembered that it was in this prosecution thar
Richard Nixon made his "reputation" and that it ',,r,as this prosecution
that was so significantly connected with the rise oI McCarthyism and
the smear of the New Degl-The Editor.

By F. Konsfantinov and K. Momdzhan

We live in a dynamic and event-
ful age when all the social processes
develop with remarkably great and
growing speed. Old social forms,
capitalist relations which bourgeoisie
and its ideologists have always con-
sidered "naturalr" "immutable" and
"everlasting," are crumbling right
before our eyes. A new world, the
world of socialism, has succeeded
capitalism over a large section of the
Earth. This new society is growing
and gaining strength from year to
year, from decade to decade, dis-
closing its boundless potentialities to
an ever greater extent. New political
organlsms are comlng lnto exlstence
in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
The capitalists world is to(n by
internal contradictions and antagon-
isms. In all parts of the section of
the globe which lies within the limits
of the capitalist system, these grow-
ing antagonisms cause political and
social out-bur$ts now in one, now
in another place, which shake cap
italism from bottom to top. Socialist
and national-liberation revolutions,
changes of economic, social and state
forms and systems, of legal and mor-

Dialectics and llur Time*

al standards, revolutions in science
and technology-all this takes place
so fast and so "unexpectedlyr" as to
throw the bourgeoisie into a real
state of mental confusion.

Ideologists of capitalism may be
heard to speak more and more fre-
quently about world "chaos," about
general "disintegration and destruc-
tion," about the disappearance of
"order and harmony." Bourgeois
politicians, economists, philosophers
and sociologists cannot keep on deny-
ing the essential changes which take
place in life. It is no longer possible
today to say that "thus has it always
been, and thus will it be." Today
more than ever before, the apolo-
gists of capitalism are trying to ex-
clude the idea about the need for
social progress. Bourgeois ideologists
are trying hard but without success

to delete the very idea of mankind's
progressive development, the idea of
developrnent from lower to higher
forms. The very concepts of "de-
velopment" and "p,rogress" have be-
come a terror to bourgeois sociolo-
gists who propose to expel them
from philosophical terminology and
to replace them by the concept
"change." And this is not a game of
terms, but an expression of fear

rThis article is reprinted from the Kann*nk$
(Moscow), July, 1960.

4r
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before history, before progress, before substantiation for this truth. It is dir-
the future. ected against conservative, metaphy-

This fear, this incapacity of the sical theories which sanctify and
representatives of moribund capital- defend the selfish interests of the
ism to find an explanation for the bourgeoisie, proclaiming that the cap-

causes and nature of the sweeping italist society, private capitalist prop'
historic changes are quite under- ert/r the exploitation of man by man,
standable. It is a fact that all deep the bourgeois state and law are

progressive changes in the world eternal and unshakable, that wars,
ioml into crying-contradiction with the hypocritical bourgeois ethics and
the fundamintal interests of the other "intransient" standards and
bourgeoisie. But this is just one aspect principles canonized by the bour-
of the matter. The other aspect lies geoisie have come to stay.

in that bourgeois thought, which is Marxist dialectics has always been

metaphysical, dogmatic in its very inspiring in the bourgeoisie and in
charatter, cannot encompass the full its doctrinaire ideologists nothing
complexity and all the contradictions but rage and horror, because it has

of our epoch. helped to disclose the historically
On the other hand, the drastic transient character of the capitalist

breakdown of the old, obsolete social society and showed that its nega-

relations, political forms and tradi- tion and end are inevitable. Dialectics
tional concepts constitutes a fully makes no fetishes of anything, it is

natural process from the standpoint critical and revolutionary in essence.

of materialistic dialectics, the all- To dialectical philosophy, wrote En-
embracing theory of the develop gels, there is nothing that has been

ment, general inter-connection and set once and for all, and "nothing
inter-dependence of all phenomena. could hold its own before it, with the
"As the theory of dialectical material- exception of the uninterrupted pro-
ism," V. I. Lenin pointed out, cess of corning into being and des-

"Marxism can encomPass the con- truction, the endless progress from
tradictions of real life, of the living lower to higher forms; thus philoso'
history of capitalism and the labor phy itself it just a simple reflection

movement." of this process in the reasoning
Everything in the world moves, brain."

everything -hanges as the result of Only a few decades have passed

inner contradictions, of the struggle since Engels wrote these words, and

of opposite forces and tendencies- yet mankind has already witnessed

Mariiit dialectics has furnished the the fall of capitalism in vast regions

most thorough and deepest scientific of the world. It has now become
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clear not only to the Marxists, but
to all other reasoning people as well,
that since the Great October Socialist
Revolution the world has entered a

new era, the era of transition from
caoitalism to communism.

busting the metaphysical and idea-

listic concepts, outstanding discov-

eries in physics, chemistry, biology
and other sciences, confirm again

and again, as do the economic, social

and 6olitical processes of modern

history, the truth of the laws and

orinciples of materialist dialectics.
tt.t. discoveries themselves tend to
stimulate the development and per'
fection of the dialectical method.

Materialist dialectics arms the

working class and the Communist
Parties 

"with a Powerful means of
acquiring knowledge of the world
and of iis revolutionary transform+
tion. It afiords a possibility for grasp
ing the essence of Phenomena, for
diiclosing their inner contradictions,
for tracing the tendency, the direc-

tion of thiir development and selec-

tine correctlv the means of achieving

the" tasks s.t by the course of his-

torv. It concentrates attention on a

m#y+ided and concrete studY - 
of

an object, of its connection with other

objecis. There is no ab'stract truth,
the truth is alway concrete. This and

other theses and principles of dia-

lectics have now acquired sPecial

urgency and point.
Materialist dialectics teaches us

that revolutionary theory and revo-

lutionary practice are inseparable.'

V. I. Lenin emphasized the creative

nature of Marxism when he wrote:
"'Our doctrine,' said Engels, referr-
ing to himself and his famous friend,
'is not a dogma, but a guide to ac-

tion.' This classical statement stresses

with remarkable force and exPres-

siveness that aspect of Marxism
which is constantly being lost sight
of. And by losing sight of iq we
turn Marxism into something one-

sided, disfigured and lifeless; we
deprive it of its living soul; we

undermine its basic theoretical foun-
dations-dialectics, the doctrine that
historical development is all-embrac-
ing and full of contradictions; we

sever its connection with the definite
practical tasks of the ePoch, which
may change with everY new turn ot
hisiory." \cott. lVorfrs, Russ. 4th
ed., VoI. 17, p.2o).

Materialist dialectics is the most

reliable and tried theoretical weapon
in the struggle of the Marxist parties

against revisionism, as well aq agaiqsl
d-ogmatism, sectarianism and "Left"'
docuineering.

In its efiort to save caPitalisro
from the proletarian revolution, re-

visionism substitutes sophistry and

electicism for materialist dialectics,
denying wholesale the theses about
the antigonistic nature of capitalism,
the fact that the fundamental inter-
ests of the proletariat and of the

bourgeoisie are irreconcilable, -that
the levolutionary transition frorn
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capitalism to socialism is a natural
process, that the dictatorship of the
proletariat is historically essential for
building socialism and communism
*irrefutable theses which have been
and still are being confirmed by
life, by the entire s&ial and historit
practice. Screening themselves by
demagogical talk about the need for
bringing Marx's teachings into con-
formity with the new conditions,
the revisionists are in reality working
for the very opposite objective,
which is to liquidate revolutionary
Marxism, to adapt the great teaching
of the proletariat to the tastes and
requirements of the bourgeoisie.

The ideologists of the bourgeoisie,
its political representatives, often
reproach the Marxists-Leninists hy-
pocritically for dogmatism, or doc-
trineering. Let the bourgeoisie think
so and find consolation in it. In
reality, however, Marxism-Leninism,
its revolutionary dialectics are the
foe of every variety of dogmatism,
doctrineerism and sectarianism. The
whole history of Marxism-Leninism,
the history of Bolshevism, is proof
of its uncompromising hostility
towards dogmatism. "There can be
no dogmatism," emphasized Lenin,
"where the supreme and only cri-
terion used for a doctrine is its con-
formity to the real process of social
and economic development. . . ."
(Ibid. Yol. I, p. z8o.)

A11 the victories won by Leninism,
by Bolshevism, are victories of cre-

ative Marxism. Where would the
Bolsheviks, the Communists be to-
day, if Lenin and the Leninists did
not conduct along with their irrecon-
cilable struggle against revisionism
also a struggle against the dogmatists
who were clutching at the antiquated
formulas and theses I Faithfulness to
revolutionary dialectics enabled Len-
in, the Bolsheviks, to solve the most
difficult theoretical and practical rev-
olutionary problems, to find their
bearings in the most intricate and
tangled situation, to chart the correct
ways despite steep and at times un-
expected turns in history.

Only a thorough and deep analy-
sis of a concrete situation in all its
aspects, of the concrete conditions of
social life, could provide the basis for
defining a correct political line for
the working class and its Party, a
correct tactics and strategy for the
labor movement, and for fo,rmula-
ting correct slogans for the struggle.
That is one of the basic require-
ments of the dialectical method.

Concreteness, historicism of think-
ing is determined by the changes in
the real world. Inasmuch as oui con-
cepts and ideas represent a refection
of environmental substances and
phenomena in our minds, it is
natural that our knowledge of the
existing realities should change along
with their own development and
changes. Failing to reckon with this
condition, our Party would inevitably
depart from real life, our concepts
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and ideas would no longer reproduce
adequately the real and changing
picture of the world, and our theory
would no longer be a reliable guide
to action.

Materialist dialectics, which is in-
imical to the metaphysical, dogmatic
method of thinking, has established
the primacy of practice over theory,
in the sense that developing social
practice is not only the basis and
source of theoretical thought; it is
also the criterion for testing the truth,
the realistic character of one or
another theoretical proposition, an in-
corruptible judge who draws a
dividing line between delusions and
the truth, distinguishes deep from
less profound knowledge, tolerates
no fossil ideas which reflect vester-
day's realities and which are there-
fore incapable of providing correct
explanations for new phenomena,
processes and situations.

The working class and its allies,
the forward-looking standard-bearers
of all that is progressive, are vitally
interested that the theory which
illumines their way should be con-
stantly enriched with new scientific
values and that it should boldlv shed
all that has become antiquatei, that
has lost its power and significance.
That is why the communist p,arties
and their leaders have been and are
doing everything to prevent a depar-
ture of revolutionary theory from
social practice and its lagging as
regards this practice; to further the

creative development of Marxism-
Leninism; to enrich it with new pro-
positions which generalize scientific-
ally all the new developments in
social life, so that our theory should
be ahead of practice, that it should
be a source and means of anticipa-
ting the future course of history, the
possible acts of our adversaries, the
enemies of peace and socialism.

The creative character of Marxism,
its uncompromising artitude towards
all stagnation and complacency were
always as they are today a distin-
guishing feature of this great revolu-
tionary theory. These features were
most conspicious in Lenin's works
and in all the activities of Lenin and
the Leninists. When capitalism
reached its apex and began to slide
down, when a number of structural
changes had taken place in the base
and in the superstructure of cap
italism, when the correlation of the
fighting forces had changed and the
contradictions and antagonisms of
the capitalist system had become
deeper and the epoch of imperialism
and proletarian revolutions was ush-
ered in, then Marxism, toq should
have become substantially richer, in
keeping with its nature; it should
have shed its antiquated theses and
deductions which were correct for a
definite period and for the condi-
tions in which they had been elabora-
ted; but they did not correspond to
the new conditions, and Lenin therc-
fore replaced them boldly by new
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propositions which fitted in with the
new situation. Lenin's development
of Marxism in accordance with the
roquirements of the dialectical
method was necessary, because other-
wise Marxisrn would have lost the
organizing and transforming power
in the struggle for socialism. Pre-
cisely these requirements called into
being Leninism as the Marxism of
the new historical epoch.

Lenin's power and greatness, his
genius lay precisely in that, while
carrying on a determined struggle
against all and sundry opportunists,
he did not fear to raise his hand at
the same time at some of the obsolete
theoretical conclusions and gener-
alizations which lost their truth and
power with the advent of the new
epoch and became contradictory to
the changed objective conditions.
Lenin, the greatest revolutionary in
politics and in philosophy, taught us:
"'We do not by any means regard
Marxls theory as something com-
pleted and inviolable ." (Ibid,
Vol. 4, p. r9r.)

Taking into consideration the new
conditions and relying upon the
principles of Marxism, upon its dia-
lectics, Lenin developed the theory
of the socialist revolution, including
the question of the growing over of
the bourgeois-democratic revolution
into the socialist revolution, the
theory about the hegemony of the
proletariat and about its allies and
founded the theory about a revolu-

tionary party of a new tyPe, etc. Re-
lying upon Marx's Capital, Lenin dis-
covered the laws governing monopoly
capitalism, imperialism, and dem-
onstrated on this basis the antiquated
character of Marx's thesis according
to which the proletarian revolution
could win only simultaneously in all
the leading bourgeois countries. Hav-
ing discovered the law of the uneven
development of capitalism and ana-
lyzed profoundly the new conditions,
tendencies and distribution of social
forces in the imperialist states, Lenin
substantiated the real possibility of
the victory of socialism at first in
several, or even in one, separately
taken country. That was an out-
dtanding discovery which was to
exert an exceptional infuence on the
historical destinies of socialism. AII
the component parts of Marxism,
political economy, scientific social-
ism, and Marxist philosophy, were
thoroughly developed and enriched
by Lenin's genius, in conformity
with the new conditions of the strug-
gle of the working class and new
achievements of natural history, in
conformity with the requirements of
the dialectical method.

Fighting against the right-wing
dogmatists and doctrinaires of the
type of Plekhanov and Kautsky,
Lenin held up to ridicule their ped-
antism, their devotion to lifeless
bookish wisdom and scholasticism,
their efforts to substitute abstract
formulas and schemes, empty and
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lifeless phrases and references to one
or another quotation, for a concrete
historical analysis of new social con-
ditions, of new social phenomena.
To ignore the changed circumstan-
ces, wrote Lenin, ". . . to go on
advocating the old solutions given
by Marxism, is to be true to the
letter and not to the spirit of the
teaching, is to repeat by rote the old
conclusions without being able to
use the Marxian method for analyz-
ing the new political situaaon." (Ibid,
Vol. 6, p. 4fi)

II

The historical experience of the
labor movement, the experience
gained by the working class in the
struggle for socialism indicates that
it is not enough to know the Marx-
ist formulas and propositions, even
if one knows them by heart. It is

important above all to be able to
apply Marxism-Leninism, Marxist
dialectics, creatively in complex cir-
cumstances of the struggle, especially
when the situation is changing con-
siderably.

It is most difficult, but extremely
important, to be able to find one's
bearings in storm-laden times of
social upheavals, of sharp turns in
history and serious changes in the
position of classes, in the relationship
of social forces. And we live pre-

cisely in such an epoch. Among
the many problems (big and small,

important and secondary, comPlex
and simple ones) which confront
mankind today and require a correct
answer on the part of the Marxists-
Leninists, the questions relating to
war and peace, to the forms of trans-
ition of difierent countries to social-
ism, occupy first place because of
their importance and their infuence
upon the historical destinies of all
mankind.

Is another world war inevitable?
Will the imperialists succeed in
plunging mankind into an atomic
catastrophe ? Will the people be able
this time, given the existing correla-
tion between the forces of peace and
the forces of war, to uphold the
peace and curb, the aggressors?

These questions cannot be ans-

wered by relying solely upon some
abstract theoretical propositions with-
out taking account of the existing
realities, the existing conditions. Only
doctrinaires, and not revolutionaries,
could ignore the changed conditions'
It has already been mentioned
before, that dialectics require a con-
crete analysis of a concrete situation,
i.e., an analysis of the processes which
determine the countenance of the
world at the given moment. And the
main and defining factor in this
world is the growing weakness of
imperialism, its decay, and the grow-
ing power of the socialist countries.

The weakness, vulnerability and
historical doom of capitalism are
determined by the cankiring contra-
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diction between the social character progressive role as a factor of peace,
of production and the private method Materialist dialectics teaches us
o! lhl appropriation of the products not only to see contradictions, bur
of labor, the growing contradiction also to distinguish the main ones.
between the proletariat and the And it requiies no emphasis that
bou-rgeoisie. A,mong the main con- the contradiction between the rising
tradictions of capitalism is the world socialist system and the world
contradiction between a handful of system of capitalism, of imperialism,
imperialist powers on the one hand, which is in i state of decline, is the
and the colonial and dependent decisive contradiction of this kind in
countries plundered by imperialism, the international arena today. This
countries with hundreds of millions is the central contradiction in the
of inhabitants, on the other hand. complex web of world contradia-
Lastly, it is always necessary to re- tions today, and it exerts its tremen-
member about the contradictions dous influence on the entire course
between th9 imperialist countries of modern history, tending among
themselves: between the u.s.A. and other things to sharpen antigonismi
Britain, the U.S.A. and France, within the capitaLst system, ro
Britain and West GErmany, the weaken this sysiem.
g.S.A. and Japan, between all the Of course, the development of
Turopean capitalist coqntries and each capitalist country is ditermined
the U.S.A. The law of the uneven primarily by the internal laws, con-
economic and political development tradictions and by the struggle
of capitalism remains in effect today; developed on this basis by the woik-
a furious struggle is on between the ing people headed by tire working
capitalist countries over markets, class. But the existence and rise of
spheres of influence and sources of the world socialist system exerts its
raw materials. And if it had not been influence (and rvill do so to an in-
for the existence of the powerful creasing degree) also upon the class
socialist camp, if it had not been struggle within the capitalist coun-
for the fear of the labor movement tries.
within the bourgeois states, the im- The imperialists and their ideolo-
perialists would already be grappling gists understand the significance of
at one another's throats and would this factor for the historical destinies
have precipitated a third world war of capitalism, for the course of events
for the redivision of the world and in the world today. That is why they
of spheres of influence. The world hate the socialist countries wittr brute
socialist system interferes with that. hatred; they are horrified by the
This, toq is an expression of its great growing ructess of the socialist coun-
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tries in technology and science, in
econom-y and culture, in advancing
the welfare of the people. Had i"t
been possible to strangle the socialist
countries, to wipe them off the face
of the earth, the imperialists would
have done that a long time ago. But
their hands are too-short fo", th"t.

They t-ried to kill the young Re,
public of Soviets by nipping 1t in
the bud, according to the'pictiresque
exp,res.sion of Winston Churqhill,
one of the most outstanding repres-
entatives of the imperialist 6our-
geoisie. But the "infant" p,roved to
be- srronger than the mythical Her-
cules. Another attempt to strangle
the socialist country was HitTer
Germany's attack on the U.S.S.R.;
but the second world war ended in
a smashing defeat for aggressive
German imperialism, while iolia[sm
came through it more powerful than
ever and developed into a world
system.

Such is the dialectics of history.
It often leads to results which aie
entirely unexpected for the reaction-
aries, and opposite to the aims of the
reactionaries.

The existence of the growing
world system of socialism iJ a decl-
sive factor of the current stage in
world history which determines its
specific historical natute and the
direction of mankind's advance. Ap-
praising_the current stage of history,
it is no longer enough io repeat the
characterization given by V. I. Lenin

on the eve of the first world war
w.hen imperialism was the only and
all-embracing system. Analyzins the
course followed by the develop"ment
of society, Lenin himself wrote after
the victory of the Great October
Socialist Revolution: "The destruc-
tion of capitalism and of its traces
and the introduction of the prin-
ciples of communist order is the con-
tents of the new epoch in world
fr_is-tory which has jusibegun.,, (Ibid,
Vol. 3r, p. 365.) This Leiinist ihesis
has found its creative development in
N. S. Khrushchov's repori to the
Twentieth Congress of the C.p.S.U.
and in the Declaration of the Con-
ference of Representatives of the
Communist and Workers, parties of
the Socialist Countries, with due ac-
count for the changes that have taken
place in the world, with account for
the appearance of the world socialist
system. It is impossible today to con_
sider. questions of politicr, ..orromy
and ideology, questions of war and
peace, and forms of transition to
socialism in diflerent countries, with-
out taking into consideration this
basic factor which makes its imprint
upon all the most important events
in the world. The socialist sysrem
will keep on growing and develop-
ing, and, in spite of the hopes of the
bourgeoisie, the world ^ 

capitalist
system_will keep sliding down. The
new, the advanced .m&.s forward,
while the old, the days of which ari
numbered, is doomed by history,
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and it is headed for its doom, no
matter how strong, furious and
aggressive it may be.
-And how is Lenin's PolicY of the

peaceful coexistence of the two oP
posite social and political systems

Leing carried into practice under
thesJ circumstances I Is it real I Is

not the Leninist principle of peace-

ful coexistence in variance with the
fact that imperialism has remained
as reactionary and aggressive as it
was 40-45 years ago I These questions

are askid by some comrades, by
writers and political leaders from the
midst of the Communists. Let us

consider this impo'rtant Problem
which is associated with the interests
and destinies of hundreds of millions.

And, indeed, is not American im-
perialism, the most PredatorY and

most bloodthirsty imperialism, con-

ducting a furious arms drive ? Has it
not plinted its military bases over

the whole of the globe, and around

the socialist countries especially? Is
not it nurturing faPanese and West
German imperialism and militarism
again? Hai it not enmeshed the

capitalist states in a web of aggressive

paits which are directed against the

iocialist countries, against the peo-

ples of Asia, Africa and Latin Amer-
ica, against the labor movement and

the national liberation movement?
Lastly, the brazen acts of aggression-

against the U.S.S'R., the violation of
our state sovereignty and the aggres-

sive acts against the Chinese Peo-

ple's Republic-are theY -not Proof
6f the aggressiveness of modern
capitalism, and of the imperialism of
the U.S.A. especially?

All these ire obvious and indis-
putable truths. Mention could also

k made of the Summit Conference
in Paris torpedoed by the Govern-
ment of the U.S.A., of the refusal
of the imperialists to ban atomic
weapons, their hypocritical position
in the ouestion of disarmament and

the dangerous "playing" with fying
planes laden with atom bombs.

The entire "cold war" PolicY shows

that the predatorY nature of im-
perialism has not changed.

Contrary to the assurances of the

apologists of capitalism, contrary to
t[. opittioo of the reformists and

revisionists who are trying to em-

bellish modern capitalism, to give it
the appearance of a "people's," al-

most f iocialist" capitalism, the reac-

tionary nature of imperialism has not
changed, its laws, driving forces,

aims and policy remain the same.

The reictionary features of im-
perialism disclosed bY Lenin have

6een developing after him' Fascism,

which at thit time was in its embry-

onic stage as a social, political and
ideological expression of the most

agg..riiv., the most reactionary fea-

tures of rotting capitalism, took on

its complete disgusting shape as Hit-
lerism, Italian, Spanish and |apanese
fascism, as McCarthyism, Chiangkai-
shekism and Syngmanrheeism. The
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second world war unleashed by Hit-
lerism, with its Maidaneks and Os-
wiencims, with all the monstrous
atrocities and crimes perpetrated by
the fascists, was not an episode, but
an expression of the brute, anti-
democratic nature of imperialism.
All this is indisputable.

A Marxist, however, should also
see something else. The capitalist
camp must not be looked upon as a
monolythic unit. As noted above, it
is torn by internal contradictions,
by antagonisms. Along with the
aggressive capitalist countries, there
are capitalist countries which are not
interested in imperialist wars. Even
in such an agaressive impcrialist
country as the U.S,A. we find, in
addition to the people who are inter-
ested in peace, different forces fight-
irrg within the bourgeoisie: the
aggressive circles which are inter-
ested in the arms drive, in war, and
those who are afraid of a new world
war and who say that there will be
no victors in an "atomic war."
Within the capitalist countries con-
ffadicrions have developed between
the monopolies and non-monopolistic
section of the bourgeoisie, and these
contradictions are becoming sharper.
A Marxist, who makes a scientific
analysis of modern capitalism, should
know and see all these old and new
contradictions within capitalism and
should be able to use them in the
interests of the struggle for peace and
socialism.

It is true that the nature of im-
perialism has not changed, but the
world as a whole is entirely different.
The world socialist system embraces
more than one-third of mankind and
a quarter of the terrirory of the
globe. Independent peaceJoving
states have sprung into being ovei
the ruins of colonialism. The revolu-
tionary working class movement is
rising and spreading in all the coun-
tries of the capitalist world. Then
there is the seething ocean of the
national liberation and anti-colonial
movement. Lastly there is the pow-
erful movement for peace, whiih is
without precedent for its scope and
depth; this movement has a ieliable,
true ally and strong bulwark in the
socialist states which are conducting
a consistent policy of peace.

All this shows that the correlation
of forces on an international scale
has changed radically in favor o{
peace and socialism. That is what
matters most. And not a single far-
sighted Marxist political - 

leader
should (nor can he) forget about it.

Of coursg we must not under-
estimate the danger of the imperial-
ist policy which is intended ro under-
mine the cause of peace and to pre-
cipitate another war. The strength
of imperialism must not be undir-
estimated. To our regret, it still is
a strong beast which could cause
much trouble and suffering to man-
kind. West German and |apanese
imperialism is being revived again.
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Never before have the U.S.A., Bri-
tain and France, the three biggest
capitalist powers, maintained such
strong armies in peacetime; their
military budgets had never been as

fantastically large as todayl never
before has the armaments drive at-

tained such monstrous proportions,
and the influence of the military
circles on the foreign policy of the
bourgeois states had never been so

wide. Both the underestimation and
the overestimation of the forces of
imperialism are harmful for the
cause of peace and socialism. Marxist
dialectics teaches us to appraise
things and phenomena for what
they really are.

Socialism and capitalism are dia-
metrically opposite systems, and the
laws governing their development
are radically different. By its very
nature socialism requires peace.

In the socialist society there are

no forces which would be inter-
ested in an arms drive, militarism and
predatory wars. Socialism needs

peace in order to disclose and reveal
all its potentialities. Monopoly cap-
italism, on the contrary, is pregnant
with wars in its very essence. The
Marxists-Leninists take this into ac-

count in their policy.
At the same time the Marxists-

Leninists hold that in the existing
conditions there is a real possibility
of curbing the instigators of war,
of preventing the outbreak of a

world war.

Carrying into practice the Leninist
policy and fighting against revision-
ism, the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, its Central Commit-
tee, has been and is exposing invari-
ably the brute nature of imperialism,
the aggressive intrigues and acts of
the imperialists of the U.S.A., Britain
and France, and it leads the struggle
against imperialism. The Soviet
Union has always acted and acts in
defence of the victims of imperialist
aggression; it has been and is render-
ing assistance to them. It is generally
known what role the Soviet state
played in cutting short the aggressive
acts of the imperialists in Egypt
and the Lebanon, and in foiling the
imperialist conspiracy against Iraq.
That was in reality a struggle against
imperialism, against its predatory
policy. It confirmed in practice the
correctness of the theses about the
possibility of preventing wars put
forward by the Twentieth Congress
of the C.P.S.U.

When the Marxists-Leninists speak
of the possibility of preventing wars,
of peaceful coexistence of the two
opposite social and political systems,
they do not presuppose in the least
that imperialism has ceased to be
aggressive, but primarily and mainly
that in our time the forces of peace
and socialism can force peace, peace-
ful coexistence, upon the capitalist
countries, and that they can achieve
this aim in spite of the acts of the
aggressive forces of the U.S.A., West-
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ern Germany, |apan and other
imperialist states.

If it had not been for the growing
economic and military mighl of the
countries of the socialist camp, if it
had not been for the possibiliiy and
capacity of the peace-loving peoples
to curb aggression, the imperialists
would have been able, of cou.se, to
plunge the world into a new war.
With the existence of modern nu-
clear weapons, a third world war
(and it would imminently become a
nuclear, an atomic war)- would be
a terrible disaster before which the
horrors of the first and even of the
second world wars would pale into
the background. This precisily is the
prospect held out to the peoples by
the most aggressive circles 

^of 
the

im-perialist bourgeoisie. They know
only one *.r.r-r of settling inter-
national disputes, the mailed fist.
They bow before the atomic and
hydrogen bombs only. To hear them,
one could think that mankind has
no other prospect than the ,,cold

war" and its development into a
"hot" war. And had ihe answer to
the question whether war is inevit-
able depended only upon the
imperialist bourgeoisie, mankind,s
prospects would have been sad, in-
deed. It is a fact, however, that the
destinies of war and peace depend
not only upon the imperialists today.
The great role played by the coun-
tries of the socialist camp, the great
and growing role of the working

ma.sses, of the peace-loving nations

-that is the decisive fact6r which
can ensure peace and general security
ln our ume.

A Marxist dialectician cannot ab-
stract himself from the growing
forces of socialism and peaceivithoui
the risk of departing from the
ground of reality; he cinnot ignore
the concrete historical conditions
and possibilities held out to the peo-
ples for the first time in history by
the struggle for peace. No, mankind
cannot reconcile itself to the dismal
prospect painted by the messrs. im-
perialists. The great significance of
the decisions of the Twentieth and
Twenty First Congress of the C.p.
S.U., and of the Declaration and
Mani{esto of Peace, lies precisely in
that they disclosed ro th; peoples a
new, clear and encouraging-pros-
pect of peace by showing thit there
is a- real possibility of preventing a
world war in existing conditions.
Naturaily, this possibility can tb
realized and turned into a trulv
stable peace nor by itself, but througfr
the struggle of the peoples agaiist
the tnsugators of war, as the result
of the wise, peace-loving policy of the
socialist countries which foils the
aggressive schemes of the foes of
peace.

It is impossible to conduct a suc-
cessful struggle for peace today by
relying mechanically upon the ol3
thesis about wars beirrginevitable in
the epoch of imperialism. This thesis
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was the result of a scientific analysis

of imperialism in the period when
it was an all-embracing world sys-

tem. It was still true at the time
when the Soviet Union was the onlY

socialist country in the midst of a

hostile capitalist world. The situa-
tion, is different today, as noted
above. Capitalisrn is no longer the
system which alone has the Power
tl ,u1. the historic destinies of th.
peoples. The factor which exerts the

decisive influence upon the course

of historic dvelopment to a steadily
growing degree is the world social-

ist system. It is significent that V. I.
Lenin anticipated precisely this pos-

sibility of socialist countries exerting
the decisive in-fuence upon the des-

tinies of war and peace. As far back
as r92o, Lenin wrote about the tend-
ency ". . . of transforming the dicta-
torship of the proletariat from a

national one (i.e., existing in one

country and incapable of determin-
ing world politics) into an inter-
national one (i.e., a dictatorship of
the proletariat covering at least seY-

eral advanced countries and capable

of exercising decisive infuence upon
the whole of world politics)." (Ibid,
Vol. jr, p. rz6.) Does not a situation
like this obtain today? And is it not
strange that those who are fond of
operating with isolated quotations
from Lenin's works should overlook
the above-cited pronouncement of
Lenin which is of fundamental
significance?

In the new historic conditions, the
stricdy scientific conclusion of the
Twentieth Congress of the C.P.S.U.
about the possibility of preventing
war, the conclusion of the TwentY
First Congress of the C.P.S.U. con.
cerning the possibility of excluding
a world war from international pol-
itics, the Declaration and the Mani-
festo of Peace mobilize the popular
masses for active struggle for peace,

and they are based on confidence in
the possibility of sustaining the great
cause of peace. The new theoretical
and political conclusions concerning
the possibility of preventing war rest

upon the creative application of the
Marxist-Leninist method to the new
conditions in which the struggle for
peace takes place. The prevalence of
forces in favor of peace and socialism
will undoubtedly be still greater
after the fulfillment of the Seven-
year Plan of the U.S.S.R. and of the
economic plans of the other socialist
states. As the result of the fulfrllment
of those plans, the socialist countries
will be turning out more than 5o
per cent of the world's industrial
production. The superiority of the
iocialist camp will be so evident as

to make it clear everr to the most
frantic imperialists, including the
present-day Forrestals that their at-
tempts to subdue the socialist coun'
tries are hopeless. As the result of
all this, emphasized N. S. Khrush-
chov at the Twenty First Congress
of the C.P.S.U., "a real possibility
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of excluding world wars from the
life of society will present itself even
before the complete victory of social-
ism on the earth, with capitalism
still in existence in a section of the
world."

Only people who are incapable of
encompassing the perspective of his-
torical development can fail to see

this possibility, and it is a fact that
the merit of a political leader lies
precisely in that he looks ahead
rather than backward, that he is able
to foresee events not only of tomor-
row, or the day after tomorrow, but
of 7-ro years ahead, to grasp the basic
tendencies of development, to note
the new that is growing and develop
ing and upon which the destinies of
the world depend to a decisive de-
gree. Materialist dialectics teaches us
all this.

Where metaphysical thought sees

things and phenornena in a static,
fossil and isolated state, dialectics
brings out a great dynamic whole, a

constantly changing picture of the
world filled with life and motion,
with struggle and contradictions.
Only this approach to the historic-
ally developed realities makes it pos-
sible to take into account all the
forces, all the factors at work in the
historical arena. This is an essential
prerequisite for a correct solution of
all problems, among them the prob-
lem of war and peace, of the possibil-
ity of preventing another world war
and of excluding world wars from

the life of society. "The forces of
peace have grown to such a degree
today that there is a real possibility
of preventing warr" reads the jus-
tified and weighty pronouncemeot
of the Declaration adopted by all
the Communist and Workers'Parties
of the socialist states and fully ap-
proved by the Communist Parties
o{ the capitalist countries.

The view that holds war inev-
itable in the existing conditions
amounts to a departure frorn the
positions of historical materialism to
the positions of fatalism. A fatalistic
and pessimistic view of this kind can
merely dampen the faith of the
peoples and thereby weaken the
struggle against the terrible calamity
of a nuclear war.

"Some people may say," otserved
N. S. Khrushchov, "that since cap
italism will remain, the adventurers
who could start war will also remain.
That is true and it must not be
forgotten." The aggressive states, the
aggressive forces still possess a great
strength and rich experience in de-
ceiving the peoples and in drawing
them into war. The secret prepara-
tions of wars by the imperialist ag-
gressors should be systematically
and tirelessly exposed. This is one
of the most important tasks in the
struggle for peace. The peoples must
be vigilant, and it is the sacred duty
of the Communist and Workers'
Parties to foster this vigilance in
them.
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The new Marxist standpoint that
wars are not fatally inevitable in
our time is intrinsically connected
with the Leninist theory of the peace-
ful coexistence of states with difler-
€nt social systems.

When the civil war was crowned
with victory, when the foreign in-
terventionists and White Guards
were routed and ousted by the Red
.A.rmy, the question of the possibility
of peaceful coexistence of states with
difierent systems, socialist and cap
italist ones, was placed on the order
of the day.

What were the prospects before
the Republic of Soviets when it
existed in a hostile encirclement?
The Trotsklites insisted that the
victory of socialism in our country
was impossible, that it could not
hope to hold out in the face of a

reactionary and counter-revolution-
ary Europe. They were propelling
our country towards the course of
military adventures, towards the
course of the "export of the
revolution." The Party headed by
Lenin rejected the adventurist line
of the Trotskyites. In contradiction
to them, Lenin disclosed to the Party
and to the Soviet people a clear
prospect of the victory of socialism
in the Soviet Union even though it
was surrounded by a capitalist world.
Lenin held that the Republic of
Soviets would in the future exert its
infuence upon the course of world

history primarily through its eco-
nomlc successes.

"Todayr" wrote he, "we are exert-
ing our main in{luence on the inter-
national revolution through our
economic policy. . . . The struggle
has been transferred to this field on
a world scale. When we solve this
problem we shall have won on an
international scale for sure and fin-
ally." This thesis was formulated
with due account for the possibilities
for the peaceful coexistence of states
with different social systems. Reply-
ing to the question of a correspon-
dent of the New' Yorft Euening
lournal who wanted to know what
the plans of Soviet Russia were in
Asia, Lenin said:

"The same as in Europe: peaceful
coexistence with the peoples, with
the workers and p€asants of all
nations. . . ." (Ibid, Vol. 3o, p. 34o.)

Lenin's ideas of peaceful coexis-
tence furnished the basis fo,r the
foreign policy of the young socialist
republic. At the opening of the in-
ternational conference in Genoa the
Soviet delegation declared: "While
abiding by the standpoint of the
principles of communism, the Rus-
sian delegation recognizes that in
the present historical epoch, which
makes it possible for the o1d and
the nascent new social system to
exist side by side, economic co-
operation between the states which
represent these two systems of prop-
erty is an imperative necessity. . . ."
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That is how the question was treated
by Lenin and the Leninists in the
early years. of Soviet government.

If Lenin considered this line cor-
rect at the time when the Soviet
republic was still weak and alone,
it is all the more correct now that
the world socialist system is in exis-
tence, now that the international
labour movement and national libera-
tion movement have grown,in scope
and strength, when the role of the
popular masses has grown to colossal
proportions.

Lenin's theory of peaceful coexis-
tence is the alternative to a nuclear,
atomic war which is fraught with
disastrous consequences for the peo-
ples. And the greatest credit for the
further developrnent and thorough
substantation of this theory is due
to our Party, to its Central Com-
mittee and to N. S. Khrushchov.

Bourgeois critics o communism,
as, for example, Dulles, the former
American ambassador to the U.S.S.R.,
Kennan, the Catholic theologist
Wetter and others, deny Lenin's
authorship of the theory of peaceful
coexistence and allege that Lenin
held the view that wars are inev-
itable. These people, who accuse the
Marxists of dogmatism and doctrine-
ering, behave like schoolboys iug-
gling isolated quotations from
Lenin's works and shouting from the
rooftops that Lenin was allegedly
opposed to the policy of peaceful
coexistence. One can understand why

people like Dulles, Kennan and Wet-
ter say that, but it would be strange
for a Marxist to think that the theory
of peaceful coexistence is almost a
contradiction of Leninism and that
it arnounts practically to a rejection
of the struggle against capitalism, of
the theory of the class struggle. It is
beyond doubt that the blunder is
made by those who think that both
the formula about the possibility of
preventing a world war in existing
conditions and the theory and policy
of peaceful coexistence conducted by
the socialist states could disarm the
peoples ideologically and demobilize
them in the face of the aggressive
imperialist forces.

The revisionists understand peace-
ful coexistence as a rejection of the
struggle against imperialism, as cap.
itulation before it. On the other
hand, the Marxists-Leninists under-
stand peaceful coexistence as a re-
jection of war as a means of settling
international disputes; they favor the
settlement of all problems by means
of negotiations. At the same time,
they persist in conducting a political
and ideological struggle against
imperialism.

Messrs. capitalists and reformists
want the Soviet Union and our Party
to guarantee the capitalist countries
against the class struggle, against rev-
olutions; but the Soviet Union has
never given, nor can it give, guar-
antees of this kind to anybody. The
class struggle and revolutions in each
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capitalist state belong to the laws
of development of the antagonistic
society which do not depend upon
our will. Revolution is an internal
afrair ot the peoples. Revolutions and
the class struggle have taken and
will take place as long as the ex-
ploitation of man by man, antag-
onistic classes and national oppression
exist in the world. In order that the
class struggle, revolutions and the
national liberation movements should
disappear, it is necessary to destroy
and remove their causes and pre-
conditions.

The peaceful coexistence of states
with difierent social systems has

nothing in common with the bour-
geois theory of the "peaceful coex-
istence" of antagonistic classes. The
former was put forward by Lenin
and the Leninists and it accords with
the fundamental interests of the
peoples. The second is the creature o{
the bourgeoisie, the reformists and
revolutionists. It is inimical to Len-
inism, to the working class. The
former theory is real, practicable and
scientifically substantiated, the lat-
ter is a stillborn theory which is met-
aphysical and utopian.

The theory of the peaceful co.
existence of states with different so-

cial systems presupposes definite
agreements, mutual concessions and
even certain compromises. Are these

mutual concessions and the compro-
mises possible ? No-was the answer
given in the twenties by the "left"

elements in the communist parties.
Yes, answered Lenin, they are pos-
sible and permissible, if they are
made in the interest of peace among
nations, among states, in the interest
of the working people, for the pur-
pose of mobilizing the masses for
the struggle for socialism.

A most essential condition for the
success of the struggle for peace, for
peaceful coexistence, is the solution
of the problem of general and com-
plete disarmament, the p,rohibition
of nuclear weapons. In order to b,ring
about complete and general disarma-
ment the Soviet Union has been and
is making a number of concessions
and compromises. Failing that, it is
impossible to reach agreement on
disarmament.

The Soviet Union has advanced
the proposal for general and com-
plete disarmament which expresses
its consistent policy of peace. The
imperialist states are wriggling, pri-
varicating and manipulating on the
question'of disarmament. They have
already rejected again and .again
their own proposals as soon as they
were accepted by the Soviet Union.
But the peoples of the world are
watching both our policy on the
question of disarmament and the
policy, tactics and evasions of the
bourgeois governments. The latter
are exposing themselves before the
peoples as enemies of disarmament,
and, consequently, as enemies o{
peace. The questions of the struggle
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for peace, for disarmament are at the
same time questions of the struggle
between the aggressive forces which
are interested in the arms drive, in
profits and war, on the one hand,
and the forces of peace and socialism
which are sincerely interested in
general and complete disarmament,
on the other hand.

Will the peoples and all the forces
of peace succeed in forcing the bour-
geois government to agree to dis-
armamentl That depends upon the
scope of the struggle of the masses.
Here too, a great role,belongs to the
peace policy of the socialist states
which exposes and foils the aggres-
sive schemes of the imperialists. It
is impossible to fight for socialism
without conducting a consistent
struggle for peace. The "communist
parties therefore regard the struggle
for peace as their paramount taskr"
as is justifiably stated in the Declara-
tion of the Communist and Work-
ers' Parties.

The struggle for peace is a much
wider frbnt which embraces also
people who are not on the side of
socialism. This notwithstanding, the
struggle for peace and against the
aggressive imperialist forces is bound
up organically with the struggle for
socialism. The struggle for peace,

which accords with the vital inter-
ests of the peoples, leads up the
widest sections of the working masses

in the capitalist countries to the
struggle for socialist tfansformations.

A splendid example of the ability
to connect in Leninist fashion the
struggle for peace, for peaceful co-
existence, with the struggle for
socialism, is a-fforded by N. S. Khru.
shchov's pronouncements, by his
trips abroad on a mission of peace.
His latest trip to Austria and the
reaction of the Austrians to his
statements have shown once more
how popular the idea of peace is
among the most diverse sections of
the Austrian people. In our time, the
socialist camp is the decisive factor
which is capable of saving, in
friendly cooperation with all the pro-
gressive forces, millions of people
from death, from the consequences
of radioactive fallout, of saving from
destruction priceless creations of
man's genius, the fruit of labour of
many generations.

It follows that the radical change
in the correlation of forces in favor
of peace and socialism, the consistent
peace policy of the socialist coun-
tries, the growing unity and power
of the socialist camp, the existence of'
modern military technique in the
U.S.S.R. and the struggle of all the
peoples for peace-these are the main
factors which should be taken into
account by a Marxist when he con-
siders the prob'lems of war and
peace. There is no doubt that in the
above-mentioned circumstances the
deadly nature of modern military
techniques (atomic and hydrogen
bombs, and rockets) can serve in the
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hand of the forces of peace and soc-
ialism as a factor hindering the pre-
cipitation of another war by the
imperialists. According to the rem-
iniscences of N. K. Krupskaya, V.
I. Lenin foresaw the possibility that
a time would come when the dev-
elopment of military techniques
would make war ". . . so destructive
as to render it impossible in general."
"It was clearr" wrote Krupskaya,
"how passionately he wanted war to
become impossible."

m

One of the most important ques-
tions agitating mankind today is the
question of the ways and forms of
transition from capitalism to social-
ism. Marxism-Leninism excludes in
principle the planting of socialism
by means of wars between states,
or through what,is called "export of
revolution." "It is impermissib,le,"
emphasized N. S. Khrushchov, "to
drive people into communism by
means of war. It is necessary that
people should become conscious of
the necessity for replacing the cap-
italist society by communist society.
It would be madness to advance to
a new, better social system, through
war." The choice of one or another
social and political system is not
made under coercion.,The transition
from capitalism to socialism is deter-
mined by obiective laws and causes,
and it is an internal affair of each

people, the result of its struggle. But
what are the forms of transition from
capitalism to socialism in our time I
Is this transition connected in all
cases with armed insurrection and
civil warl

By granting that a peaceful rans-
ition to socialism is possible in some
or other countries, do we not create
a certain danger of the ideological
disarmament of the exploited masses,
of lulling their vigilance by hope-
less illusions, in the face of an armed
enemyl This apprehension would be
justified, if account had not been
taken of the deep changes which
have taken place in the postwar
world, of the new balance of forces
between capitalism and socialism, of
the more favorable conditions of the
struggle for socialism conducted by
the working class.

Is it not clear that the changed
balance of forces between capitalism
and socialism after the second world
war has broadened the possibilities
for a peaceful transition from the
former to the latter I Imperialism's
hostility towards the widest sections
of the people is becoming increas-
ingly manifest. Capitalism has placed
upon the shoulders of the peoples
the heavy burden of militarism ind
made the very existence of the work-
ers dependent upon the state of the
manslaughtering industry. Millions
of people in the capitalist countries
are becoming increasingly conscious
of the fact that the monopolies,
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which are possessed by an infernal
lust for profits, and the bourgeois
state in their service are conducting
an obviously anti-democratic policy.
At the same time) millions of people
are now able to see for themselves,
that socialism is inseparably connec-
ted with peace, with human welfare,
with the defence of real freedom,
with the development of truly dem-
ocratic rights. This being the situa-
tion, the Communist and Workers'
Parties in some countries, backed by
the mass revolutionary movement,
are in a position more thatr ever
before to compel the bourgeoisie to
capitulate without bloodshed, with-
out armed insuriection and civil war.

Lenin wrote: "The most reliable
means of discrediting a new political
(and not only political) idea and
of causing harm to it lies in reduc-
ing it to an absurdity in the name
of its defence. Because any truth
could be reduced to an absurdity,
and it must even inevitably be re-
duced to an absurdity if it is
made 'excessive' (as Dietzgen Sr.
used to say); if it is exaggerated, if
it is spread beyond the limits of
its real applicability."

Let us take in this connection
the question of violence. It is known
that the role of violence by the
bourgeoisie in relation to the pro-
letariat and all the working people
has grown in the imperialist era. The
bourgeois state machine of coercion
(prisons, troops, police, gendarmes,

secret service, courts, special detach-
ments of fascist-mongering swash-
bucklers and cutthroats, etc) has
grown. When the bourgeoisie puts
its armed forces into action against
the rising proletariat, then the pro-
letariat can and should use in these
conditions corresponding methods
and forms of revolutionary struggle
against its enemy. The enemy's arms
should be lcountered by armed force.
The conquest of political power by
the proletariat in Russia was possible
only by armed force.

In r9r7, however, Lenin and the
Bolsheviks, after the February Rev-
olution, considered it possible that
in the specially favorable conditions
existing at the timg power could
pass over peacefully into the hands
of the proletariat. (Infortunately,
conditions were changing rapidly
and that did not materialize. Nevei-
theless, although Lenin and the
Bolsheviks favored the use of rev-
olutionary violence, they were in-
clined to consider this possibility,
on two occasions in ryr7. In r9r8,
Soviet government was established
by peaceful means in Hungary and
power passed over to the proletariat.
Lenin welcomed that peaceful act.

Defence of the possibility of peace-
ful transition to socialism in some
countries does not amount in the
least to a rejection of the Marxist
thesis according to which the bour-
geoisie will never surrender its power
voluntarily. It stands to reason that
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a possible case of the bourgeoisie in
one or another country refraining
from the use of armed force for
suppressing the socialist revolution
will be conditioned not by a change
in the nature of the imperialists, not
by humanistic considerations, but by
a great preponderance of forces

possibility of using the parliamentary
way of transition to socialism was
excluded in Russia by the circum-
stances obtaining at that time. But
this is the nature of the dialectics
of development: what may be im-
possible in a definite historic situa-
tion becomes possible in other

which the working class and its conditions. The Twentieth Congress
allies are capable of creating in sep- of the C.P.S.U. made it perfectly
arate capitalist countries. Conse-
quently, the possibility of. a peaceful
transition to socialism is connected
with an active, rising revolutionary
struggle against capitalism, with a

mobilization of the forces of all the
social sections oppressed by the
monopolies, with a determined ex-
posure of the attempts to bring about
an opportunist reconciliation of
antagonistic classes.

Those who are inclined to draw
an analogy between the Marxist
thesis about the possibility of a peace-
ful transition to socialism and the
opportunist, revisionist inventions
about the peaceful growing of cap
italism into socialism, gloss over the
truth that the Marxist concept stems
from the need for a revolutionary
transition from one system to another
through the establishment of the
dictatorship of the proletariat, while
the opportunist theories are in essence

brushing aside the question of the
elimination of capitalist relations and
are concerned merely with their
"perfection."

As N. S. Khrushchov noted, the

clear that a peaceful transition to
socialism requires not only the con-
quest of a firm majority in parlia-
ment, but also the backing of this
majority by a mass movement of
the working people under the
political leadership of the proletariat
headed by its revolutionary vanguard.

i"The forms of transition from
capitalism to socialism in different
countries may vary," says the Dec-
laration of the Communist and
Workers' Parties. "The working
class and its vanguard, the Marxist-
Leninist Party, are endeavoring to
accomplish the socialist revolution by
peaceful means. The realization of
this possibility would be in the inter-
est of the working class and would
fit in with the national interests of
the country as a whole.

"In the existing situation, in some
of the capitalist countries the work-
ing class headed by its foremost
detachment has the possibility of
uniting the majority of the people
(on the basis of a workers' and
people's front, or through other
possible forms of agreement and
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political cooperation bctween differ- parties should acquire command of
ent parties and public organizations), all the means and forms of struggle.
conquering state power without civil As for the specific means to be

war and ensuring the transfer of the used, that depends upon the concrete
basic means of production into the conditions of struggle in each cap
hands of the people." italist country. That is what material-

At the same time it should be ist dialectics teaches usr in its
emphasized that the theses of the application to the strategy and tactics
Twentieth Congress of the C.P.S.U. of the struggle for socialism.
and the Declaration of the Com-
munist and Workers' Parties on the
forms of transition of different
countries to socialism did not pro-

claim a peaceful transition as the "The entire spirit of Marxism, its

only possiLility. On the contrary, the whole system,'r -wrote Lenin, the

Congress not;d that in some cap- greatest master of revolutionary dia-

itafisl countries, where the military lectics, "requires that each Pfoposi-
and police apparatus of the mon- tion should be considered only (a)
opoliitic bouigeoisie is strong, it is historically; b) only in connection

,r...rr"ry to bJprepared for attempts with others; c) only in connection

on the part of ih. lrtt.r to suppresr with the concrete experience of
the will of the people by force and history."
thus compel them 

^to resort to the To consider most complex prob-

sharpest f-orms of the class struggle. lems of our time only by citing
Tirose who try to exclude- the separate quotations from the works

possibility of a peaceful transition to of. the Marxist classics and to
socialism in a number of capitalist "forget" at the same time Lenin's
countries fail to take into ,i.o,.rrrt fundamental directive, namely, that

all the changes which have occurred "the truth is always concrete," is
in the worlJ. They bear the danger to sin against the principles of dia-

of misleading some of the Com- lectics, to make a concession to the

munist and 
-Workers' Parties, of metaphysically limited method of.

divorcing them from the masses, reasoning.

from thE struggle for the conquest Dialectics re_quires 'a - 
historical

of a firm p"-.lir*.ttt"ty maiority, approach to -theory and practice.

and they can only drag these parties This means that in order to solve

to the positions of seciarianism and urgent problems of our time it is

dogmatism. necessary to view the world as

.f,nd so, the working class and its changing, not static, to note changes
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in the balance of the social forces,
to take into consideration the fact
that socialism is rising while cap-
italism is in a state of decline.

Dialectics requires that events
should be viewed in their inter-
dependence. This means that it is
impossible to chart out a correct
political line by seeing only the un-
changeable nature of imperialism
and failing to see the infuence
exerted upon the course of events
by the entire combination of social
changes which have taken and are
taking place in the world.

Dialectics requires that account
should be taken of history's experi-
ence, and this is incompatible with
abstract uses of formulas memorizeid
by rote.

A revolutionary working class, the
revolutionary Marxist Party and a

revolutionary epoch require the most
revolutionary theoretical weapon,
Marxist materialist dialectics, which
rejects all that is conservative, reac-
tionary and fossilized in life and in
thought, in practice and in theory.
Dialectics recognizes eternal, unin-
terrupted movement forward, the
selfless, daring revolutionary struggle
conducted by the most advanced

class of our time, the working class,
and its Marxist parties.

In the struggle for peace and
against war, in the struggle for soc-
ialism and communism, the Marxist
parties should and must take ad-
vantage of all the contradictions
between the capitalist countriesr
between aggressive and non-aggres-
sive states, and of the contradictions
between difierent sections of the,
bourgeoisie. That is what Lenin
taught our party on the basis of the
principles and laws of dialectics.

Unity of the socialist parties has
been and is of decisive importance
in the struggle for peace and com-
munism. Fighters for peace among:
nations, fighters for communism.
must never forget this new, most
powerful driving force of modern
history. Anyone who weakens this
unity, willy or nilly, does not con-
tribute to the success of the struggle
of peace and socialism. It is the
sacred duty of the peoples of the
socialist countries, of all the Marxist
parties, of all the Communists to
do everything to strengthen this pow-
erful, unvanquishable force of our
time, the solid unity of the socialist
camp.
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